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      Cuban group 
denied vis 
> Cat Sieh 
Campus Editor 
When Jestis Alemafiy and his 
15-piece band ;Cubanismo! en- 
tered the U.S. Embassy in Cuba 
on March 29, they thought they 
would have no problems getting © 
their visas, as they had for the 
past 11 years. 
They were about to learn they 
would be denied entry with no 
explanation, due to new rigid 
Department of Homeland Secu- 
rity immigration policies. The 
group was forced to cancel its 
entire 35-city tour just one day 
before it was scheduled to begin, 
including their May 11 Center 
Arts concert at Humboldt State 
University.- 
“They were devastated,” said 
John Lochen, booking agent at 
the Rosebud Agency, which ar- 
ranged the tour. “This is a huge 
financial blow to their livelihood 
and their families. They have al- 
ways been successful. There has 
never been a problem.” 
It isn’t the first time Center 
Arts has been forced to cancel an 
international act. Visa problems 
forced Spanish flamenco guitar- 
ist Paco de Lucia to cancel a Cen- 
ter Arts show in January. 
The 2002 Homeland Security 
Act initiated stricter laws on im- 
migration and border control, 
and abolished the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service. The 
Photo provided by The Rosebud Agency 
Strict immigration policies forced iCubanismo! to cancel its May 11 performance at HSU. 
new Directorate of Border and 
Transportation Security and U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration 
Services were created in its place 
“to keep out terrorists, crimi- 
nals and dangerous material... 
and improve visa and inspec- 
tion processes,” according to its 
Web site, www.whitehouse.gov/ 
homeland. 
For national security reasons, 
Chris Bentley, spokesman for 
the U.S. Citizenship and Immi- 
gration Services, would not give 
a comprehensive list of offenses 
that may have kept ;Cubanismo! 
from entering the country, but 
said the visa could have been de- 
nied for numerous reasons. 
“Everyone who files for a visa 
is subject to national security 
database checks,” Bentley said. 
“We're looking for things that 
would indicate that they have a 
criminal background that would 
‘Lochen and ;Cubanismo! 
hone Sas GER me eapepnaton 
and remain unclear as to why the 
group was denied. A policy is- 
sued by the state department and 
e-mailed to Lochen in February 
is his best guess. 
The policy stated that officers 
and employees of the Cuban gov- 
ernment and Communist party 
are now not allowed to enter the 
U.S., with few exceptions. 
It continued, “Since most Cu- 
ban artists are compensated by 
the Cuban government, they are 
rightly considered to be its em- 
sale of material associated with 
a Cuban artist’s work financial- 
ly enriches the regime, not the 
artist.” 
Lochen said no members of 
jCubanismo! have ever collected 
salary from the Cuban govern- 
ment. “The band has never per- 
formed in Cuba as ;Cubanismo!,” 
he said. 
Bentley supported the poli- 
cy. “We need to insure that we 
maintain the balance between 
being an open and inviting soci- 
ety, and the paramount need we 
have to make sure no one takes 
advantage of that openness to do 
us harm,” he said. 
Roy Furshpan, director of 
Center Arts said the denial of 
jCubanismo! is a political issue, 
not a Homeland Security con- 
cern. 
“The Cuban visas are being 
denied because of the govern- 
ment’s attitude toward Cuba, 
and Homeland Security is being 
used to help them deny Cubans 
especially,” he said. 
Lochen said the band’s music 
is not controversial or political. 
“The music poses no ideolog- 
ical threat to anybody,” he said. 
“Unless you don’t care to dance.” 
Furshpan agreed. “Cultar- 
ally, they're very significant,” he 
said. “They're not here to male 
a political statement. They don’t 
make any comments about Cu- 
ban politics.” —- 
Lochen said he does not know 
V see HOMELAND pg. 8 
Plant Operations salaries cut, campus will suffer 
Custodian layoffs may cause closed buildings, blackouts, g raffiti 
  
y Roe ere 
‘HSU custodian Dan Adams 
works two jobs while raising his 
two children, He’s about about to take a 
$4,000 salary cuti He’s one of the 
lucky ones. He still has a job. 
Plant Operations, a depart- 
ment. that employs custodians, 
painters, electricians, auto me- 
chanics, garden specialists and 
planner estimators has taken a 36 
percent cut in total expenses over 
  
“It will very clearly have an 
obvious effect on the way the 
campus physically appears,” 
Moxon said. “(Plant Operations 
is] the heart and soul of the im- 
age you see around campus.” 
Layoffs,. effective July 1, will 
put 22 Plant Ops employees out 
of a job. Their combined year- 
ly salaries have been cut from 
$5,365,480 to $3,745,613. 
Adams is being reassigned to 
another custodial position with 
HSU Housing and Dining, which 
will leave him little time for his 
second job at Thomas Home 
Center in McKinleyville, because 
of conflicting hours. Adams said 
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Professor visits HSU 
Women’s rights pioneer lectures 
> EriHillyer — 
Special to The Lumberjack 
Visiting Professor Aminata 
Maiga Ka hails from Dakar, Sen- 
egal, and has experience in sev- 
eral different forms of education, 
diplomacy and grassroots devel- 
opment. 
She has worked with several 
different organizations in the in- 
terest of Senegal, and this semes- 
ter lectured at Humboldt State 
University on modern Franco- 
phone literature, French gram- 
mar and Senegalese grassroots 
ment. 
She ‘has been the chairper- 
son and governor of the Soropti- 
mist Club, an association of dis- 
tinguished women professionals 
who work to provide health care, 
child care, hygiene and literacy 
education for women worldwide. 
“These can be very elemen- 
tary things some women simply 
do not know about or how to do,” 
Maiga Ka said. 
Her work has benefited many 
las inlaanaaa emit 
‘soe eit ta ae 
Senegal and else- 
gh her work she 
contacts with 
“They gave us health kits 
with cotton swabs bandages and 
   
Later Maiga Ka was the secre- 
tary of education and culture in 
the Federation of Women’s As- 
sociations, which works to slow 
the draining effect of desertifi- 
cation. Senegal shares a border 
with Mauritania in sub-Saharan 
Africa. When the winds rise dur- 
ing March and April they sweep 
away valuable topsoil and leave 
Saharan sand. 
The organization works with 
both volunteers and the Minis- 
try of Forestry and Protection 
of Nature to plant trees in en- 
dangered areas, schools, public 
gardens and along Senegal’s sce- 
nic coast. 
“I think it’s my nature to try 
to help people,” Maiga Ka said. 
“I was among the pioneers for 
promoting women’s participa- 
tion within Senegal. In the be- 
ginning women were not very 
active. There were stereotypes— 
women must stay at home and 
take care of the husband and 
children. 
“Now they are members 
of women’s associations and 
groups, now they are conscious 
that is better to work and to be 
involved,” Maiga Ka said. 
At first many aid organiza- 
¥ see PROF, pg. 8 
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& PLANT OPS, from pg, 3 
_Roted, “It's all an image to get 
{HSU} to look good to attract 
students. [The administration] 
may be cutting their own throat 
laying off custodians.” 
Out of all the areas to cut 
from within HSU, Plant Opera- 
tions took the biggest hit, Presi- 
dent Rollin Richmond said. “We 
did that to some extent on pur- 
pose,” Richmond said. “We think 
it’s the best case scenario.” He ex- 
plained that they attempted to 
cut programs that would least af- 
fect students directly. 
The burden has not been 
spread equally across the board, 
Moxon said. “{HSU administra- 
tion] made a conscious deci- 
sion to have disproportional cuts 
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om $215,600 for 2002-2003 10 . 
$475,000 for this year; Special re- 
“As you invest less in what you . a 
have, the quality erodes,” Moxon . 
of the budget cuts multiply ex- 
ponentially” Moxon said Plant 
Operations will focus om keeping. 
not get as much attention. . eg 
“It's really painful to tay peo- 
ple off,” Richmond. ‘said, “It’s 
hard to say, ‘I’m sorry, we just 
don’t have the money” 
    
which entail large experites +} i ‘roofs and major | 
  




Incredible Cuisine, : 
Stunning Panoramic Views 
and Superior Service . 
  




at Cher-Ae Heights Casino 
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Saturday, April 24 
5:48 am. A_ subject was 
warned for having an open li- 
quor container at the Special 
Events Field and warned not to 
return to campus for seven days. 
7:47 p.m. A subject was warned 
for using marijuana on the Spe- 
cial Events Field. 
Sunday, April 25 
11:45 a.m. A subject reported a 
possible theft of a fixture from a 
men’s restroom on the fourth 
floor of Science A. 
4:29 p.m. A verbal disturbance 
occurred in the University An- 
nex. A male entered with a knife. 
He was detained and taken to a 
mental health facility for evalua- 
tion and treatment. 
Monday, April 26 
8:38 p.m. A custodian reported 
a theft of cleaning supplies from 
Science A. 
1:26 p.m. A possibly distressed 
dog was seen in a vehicle parked 
on Rossow Street. Officers re- 
sponded, but the vehicle was 
gone onaarrival. 
Tuesday, April 27 | 
6:01 a.m. Personal property was 
vandalized in Cypress Hall East. 
Wednesday, April 28 
1:22 p.m. A glass in front of the 
camera at the pedestrian under- 
pass was broken and graffiti-was 
found. 
1:24 p.m. Graffiti was written 
on the wall of the women’s bath- 
room on the second floor, of the 
library. (5 4 cei P24 
Thursday, April 29 
1:19 g:@2. An assault occurred at 
the pedestrian underpass. A sub- 
ject was later arrested for assault, 
transported, booked and lodged 
at Humboldt County Correc- 
tional Facility. 
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10:13 a.m. Computer equip- 
ment was stolen from a com- 
puter lab. 
ll am. A transport was pro- 
vided for a parking officer who 
twisted an ankle. 
Friday, April 30 
11 a.m. The Arcata Volunteer 
Fire Department responded to 
the fire alarm in Gist Hall. The 
incident was determined to be a 
problem in the system. 
1:01 a.m. A subject passed out 
on the quad. An officer and a 
AFD ambulance responded, but 
the subject refused medical treat- 
ment. 
10:48 p.m. A subject was cit- 
ed for alcohol violation in Wil- 
low Hall. 
Saturday, May 1! 
1:21 a.m. Three subjects were 
contacted by LGAs in Alder Hall, 
but were refusing to quiet down. 
Officers responded, but the sub- 
jects were gone on arrival. 
3:16 a.m, Eggs were thrown at 
the windows of Cypress Eay. 
2:59 p.m. Multiple subjects were 
trying to dam up the creek near 
the bridge.on the Granite Avenue 
extension. An officer checked the 
area but was unable to locate the 
subjects. 
Sunday, May 2 
1:02 a.m. Subjects turned off © 
a water main to Redwood and 
Sunset Hall. 
1:58 a.m. Several subjects were 
climbing to the thitd floor :of: 
Sunset Hall using the fire escape 
ladder. An officer responded but 
was unable to locate the subjects. 
2:04 a.m. Two subjects were 
field interviewed from prior in- 
cidents. Subjects had been drink- 
ing and were advised to return to 
their residence. 
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"“Mainly, people in Dakar are_ 
looking for jobs but unemploy- 
ment is very high,” Maiga Ka 
said. 
_ To combat these conditions 
the Federation founded a home 
for young rural girls. There they 
were taught skills necessary to 
succeed, including literacy, cook- 
ing, cleaning and sewing. 
“In fact, people in Senegal 
are very eager and very keen to 
help the poorer populations, but 
many lack the means,” she said. 
‘As of today the home is no 
longer open—the funds are sim- 
ply not available. 
The Association for the Pro- 
motion and Safekeeping of the 
Environment was founded in 
1995 with a $2,000 grant from 
the government. Stopping de- 
sertification was only one of 
their missions. The Association 
bought trashcans for schools and 
cemeteries, and then invested in 
shovels and brooms to clean the 
streets of Dakar. People of the 
    
 
   
   
      
    






BE ONE OF 4,000 MEMBERS! 
Up in wee a oi 
nation’s capitol itol..pitched in to 
cleantheircityy = 
“It is thé Job of the‘govern-" 
ment to clean our streets, But 
re they do not or can not help,” Ma- 
ied. iga Ka said. : 
Petitions for international 
- or-they.go from house to house 
it.” Wage ¥ 
forced privatization: has 
~~" driven the price of water up. 
“These companies were sold 
to other people who need a prof- 
it,” Maiga Ka said. “They raise 
we pe 
help go through the government _ the prices but the services are no 
before being discussed with good. I was very surprised to dis- 
grassroots acini cover that 
organi: “The relations between —— 
The gov- Senegal and the United  tocal calls. 
ernment There is presents  Statesareverygood, °'<*_,' 
its own but the American cal dialing 
projects, in Dakar. not many governmentcould be the teas 
that are . ” expensive proposed. more understanding... oar 
by _ the : is not less 
people Aminata Maiga Ka than = $2, 
make it to Visiting professor from Senegal inside Da- 
be seen by kar. 
the organizations. 
The International Monetary 
Fund loans money to Senegal 
but on very strict terms, Maiga 
Ka said. 
These terms have seen utili- 
ties such as water, electricity and 
telephones privatized. Half of a 
working person’s salary can go to 
these bills alone, Maiga Ka said. 
“It is the poor people who 
cannot afford it that are the ones 
who suffer,” Maiga Ka said. “They 
walk for kilometers to get water 
       
LAINE LAME ISM Get 
   
   
“An international call is no 
less than $10. Before privatiza- 
tion a call was maybe half of that 
price. The richest companies in 
Senegal are the water, telephone 
and phone companies” 
In addition to her many du- 
ties and responsibilities in Sen- 
egal and abroad, Maiga Ka is 
the author of four books about 
the injustices she notices in so- 
ciety, especially injustices toward 
women. 
She describes the positive 
-yalues in Africa that she wishes 
the world could enjoy, as well 
as the injustices. that need to be 
changed. a 
As a.renowned Senegalese au- 
thor, grassroots organizer and 
worker, mother of six and vis- 
iting lecturer, Maiga Ka was 
shocked to be fingerprinted and 
have a mug shot taken upon en- 
tering the United States. 
“The relations between Sen- 
egal and the United States are 
very good, but the American 
government could be more un- 
derstanding, particularly toward 
young people in Africa who wish 
to work,” Maiga Ka said. “High 
unemployment makes the young 
search for work everywhere. | 
wish there were more opportu- 
nities to study or work here in 
the U.S. 
“In Africa life is very hard. 
The salaries are very low and 
worse, there are no jobs, even for 
people with a degree. There are 
many unemployed doctors, engi- 
neers and teachers. Jobs that re- 
quire an education are found in 
the government but now the IMF 
says that the government can- 
not employ more people, private 
firms must employ people, but 
there are not enough of these.” 
Eri Hillyer can be reached at 
erihillyer@earthlink.net 
* KGEP YOUr HSU 6-MaiL ACCOUNT 
* access TO MeDICAaL Insurance 
* TFAVEL DISCOUNTS 
* BASIC BOFOWING PriVILeEGes aT any CSu LiBrary 
* FeCeive INVITATIONS TO aLuMni events 
* GOT 10% OFF AT THE HSU BOOKSTOre* 
* GET 10% OFF aT Center activities 
e anD MUCH More... 
YOUR FIRST YEAR IS ONLY $15.00 
(save $20 off the regular price and receive a free Qlumni gift) 
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if-or: when the group’ will be 
~ able to tour the United States. 
again. . 
In the meantime, “The reality 
is that we're not going to be able 
to see groups from Cuba,” Fursh- 
pan said. “The bottom line is that 
musicians. that are completely 
apolitical are being denied ex- 
pression of an art form due to a 
government policy. Essentially it 
amounts to government censor- 
ship, which I don’t agree with.” 
Furshpan said Center Arts 
would not book any more Cuban 
artists until Whitehouse policy 
changes. 
Cat Sieh can be reached at 
cms72@humboldt.edu. 
“The bottom 




being denied an 
expression of art.” . 
  
Roy Furshpan 
Director of Center Arts 
GRADUATING SENIORS! 
STAY CONNECTED 
Join the Alumni Association! 
 
  
To join, come by our office at 215 Siemens Hall, 
call us at 826-3132, or pick up an 




    
Two new St 
en ae me rer ne ee te ee 
Stores met with mixed opinions 
and indifference from locals 
> Cat Sieh 
Campus Editor 
Starbucks Coffee will open 
two new locations in Eureka, 
both within a half mile of each 
other and a mile from the exist- 
ing Starbucks in the Longs Shop- 
ping Center on Myrtle Avenue, 
starting in June. 
The now international cof- 
fee chain that began in Seattle, 
Wash., will open a new store on 
Fifth and E streets this summer, 
and another in the new Target 
department store at 2525 Fourth 
St. when Target opens Oct. 10. 
Starbucks is a chain store, not 
a franchise. While stock options 
are available to all company em- 
ployees, stores are not individu- 
ally owned—the company runs 
everything from the top down. 
Local managers and employ- 
ees are paid a salary and receive 
benefits from company success 
on the whole, not individual 
store profits. 
Sam Grass, store manager 
of the Myrtle Avenue Starbucks 
wasn’t aware that Starbucks 
planned opening new stores. 
“I think it’s great.” Grass said. 
“The more coffee shops the bet- 
ter. I’ve never seen Starbucks 
hurt a company. You just can’t 
have enough coffee shops.” 
When the Myrtle Avenue lo- 
cation opened on Oct. 1, 2001, 
five to twenty protesters stood 
outside its doors every day for 
a week. 
“We would stand outside at 
six in the morning when people 
were commuting,” said Hannah 
Clapsadle, an HSU English ju- 
nior who helped organize the 
with information about Star- 
bucks,” Clapsadle said. 
Flyers encouraged custom- 
ers to support local coffee shops, 
accusing Starbucks of “canni- 
balization,” which is a technique 
where an area is saturated with 
stores until the coffee competi- 
tion is so fierce that sales drop 
even in individual Starbucks 
outlet. 
The cannibalization  strate- 
8y preys on other Starbucks as 
well as independently run coffee 
shops and restaurants. 
The information said that 
sales slow at individual stores, 
but the total sales of all the 
chain’s stores combined rise 
“Starbucks is the McDonald’s 
of coffee,” Clapsadle said. 
A Starbucks media represen- 
tative said, “Starbucks recogniz- 
es that the introduction of large 
businesses could cause concerns 
for smaller businesses. Yet, the 
reality of the situation is that 
large businesses can attract foot: 
traffic that helps generate sales 
for neighboring businesses. We 
have seen time and time again 
that Starbucks can exist with lo- 
cal businesses.” 
Cassie Wyland, a pastor at Eu- 
teka First Baptist Church, visits 
Starbucks every Friday but said 
she prefers local coffee. 
Outside the Myrtle Avenue 
Starbucks, she said, “When you're 
feeling the hippie mode, you go 
to Has Beans. When you're feel- 
ing the yuppie mode, you go to 
Starbucks and try not to think 
about where the coffee comes 
   
  
the Longs Center building, the _ store, you lose identity and qual- ciate the convenience. We've had 
  






Construction is underway for the Starbucks at the Highway 101, 
would have liked to move into 
from and all the political stuff.” 
When Starbucks moved into developer wanted a national cof- 
the Longs Center in October fee chain to move in. 
- vidualism.” stores include a Starbucks. She 
: bol of homogenization. Our considered installing a local cof- 
~ downtown is going to be like ev- _ fee chain.      e 
protests. Clapsadle is also on 2001, The Jitter Bean Coffee Willem Vonk, owner of the 
the Democracy Unlimited steer- Company moved out. Has Beans Coffee House at 738 
ing committee, working to abol- The center did not renew The Second St. in Eureka, said al- 
ish corporate rule in Humboldt Jitter Bean’s lease, forcing the though the opening of Starbucks 
County. company to relocate. in 2001 didn’t affect his business, 
“We would hand out free cof- The Times-Standard report- he would support the protest of 
fee [donated by] Has Beans along ed that while The Jitter Bean further Starbucks locations. 
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North location. 
“With any nationwide chain We think: our customers appre- 
ity in a community,” Vonk said. a lot of positive customer feed- 
“It’s all the same. They push their _ back,” she said. | 
weight around. There’s no indi- Sands ‘said most new Target 
Clapsadle agreed. “It’s a sym- did not know if Target had ever 
ery other downtown across the “Because (Starbucks is) a na- 
country.” tional company, we're able to 
Target spokeswoman Aimee form a strong partnership be- 
Sands said the Target-Starbucks. cause they’re able to fill our 
combination aligns similar val- needs nationwide,” she said. 
ues, _ Security National Service 
“It’s just another way we aim Corporation, which owns the 
to serve our guests,” she said in building on Fifth and E Streets, 
a phone interview from corpo- was not available for comment. 
rate headquarters in Minnesota. 
“Both companies are dedicated Cat Sish condereandat 
to providing great guest service. cne7vs@humbeldt.edn 
>
.» Tara Apperson 
Lumberjack Staff Writer 
Humboldt County ranks high 
in instances of sexually-trans- 
mitted disease according to the 
Humboldt County Health De- 
partment; especially in rates of 
chlamydia, the most reported 
communicable disease in Cali- 
fornia. 
Health Department officials 
said Humboldt County ranks 
fifth in the state for rates of chla- 
mydia in previous years. 
The Health Department at- 
tributes these numbers to good 
reporting by labs and physicians 
in the area because of low pop- 
ulation, and widely based clin- 
‘ics such as Planned Parenthood 
in Eureka, and the Open Door 
clinic in Arcata. According to the 
Health Department clinics such 
as these see a large percentage 
of patients (Six Rivers Planned 
Parenthood reported having 36 
percent of the positive chlamyd- 
ia rates in Humboldt County, 
and Open Door reported having 
12.13 percent in 2001). The clin- 
ics are accessible to people of all 
ages and know the laws about re- 
porting diseases. 
Butte County, southeast of 
Humboldt County, has similar 
demographics and population to 
Humboldt County. Butte County 
has a population of 209,203, and 
Humboldt County has a popu- 
lation of 127,159. Both counties 
contain universities—HSU in 
Humboldt, and California State 
Universiiy at Chico in Butte. The 
Humboldt County Health De- 
partment said the two counties 
are often compared for these de- 
mographics. 
According to the2001 Sexu- 
ally Transmitted Diseases in 
California report, published by 
the California Department of 
Health Services, Butte County 
had a rate of 191.5 cases of chla- 
mydia per 100,000 people, while 
Humboldt County had a rate of 
246.5 cases per 100,000 people. 
Both figures are lower than the 
average case rates for California 
in 2001, which was 293.1 cas- 
es per 100,000. Despite the 06 
the Humboldt has a lower pop 
ulation than Butte Tog it is 
higher in rates of chlamydia. 
Gonorrhea is the second most 
common reportable communi- 
cable disease in California, ac- 
cording to the report. Humboldt 
County had a rate of 21.9 cases 
per rate of 100,000, and Butte 
County had a reporied rate of 
14 per 100,000. Both were much 
lower than the average rate of 67 
per 100,000 for the whole state. 
Nadeen Biehler, the HIV, 
AIDS, STD and Team Smart 
outreach program supervisor in 
Butte County said that the coun- 
ty’s lower rates may be due to 
lack of reporting by physicians. 
“We do have some providers 
that are not consistent with re- 
porting,” Biehler said. 
Beihler said that due to a re- 
cent epidemic of chlamydia and 
gonorrhea, physicians have been 
better about reporting. 
The epidemic, which has tak- 
v see STDs, pg. 11 
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en place last year and this year, 
caused a 600 percent increase in ' 
gonorrhea cases and a 30 percent 
increase in chlamydia cases, Bie- 
hler said. 
Beihler said government stud- 
ies were done in the area to find 
out why the epidemic took place, 
and the studies showed that 
STDs were being spread from 
people who were going to other 
counties (such as L.A County, 
San Francisco County and San 
Bernardino County). : 
Mira Mazur, coordinator for 
the medical outreach program 
(called “Takin’ it to the Streets”) 
at Six Rivers Planned Parenthood 
in Eureka said colleges and uni- 
versities are hot spots for STDs. 
Mazur comes to HSU as part 
of SRPP’s outreach program, and 
administers tests to those ages 18 
to 25. Testing done through fam- 
ily clinics in California, including 
SRPP can be funded by Family 
PACT, which provides free repro- 
ductive health care (including 
products such as birth control, 
condoms, dental dams, spermi- 
cides, and lubes) to men, women 
and teens who are eligible, Ma- 
zur said. Eligibility is determined 
by age, income, insurance and/or 
confidentiality needs. 
Between. February 2003 and 
May 2003, SRPP performed 128 
gonorrhea and chlamydia tests at 
HSU. Out of those tests given, six 
males and one female tested pos- 
itive for chlamydia. This equates 
to a 14 percent chlamydia posi- 
; : iicinietihdiiie i , 7 | ‘ ids 
“You have to be well armed and kids 
aren't armed.” 
tivity rate for males, which is 
“outrageously high” Mazur said. 
This school year the HSU 
Health Center administered 74 
chlamydia tests and had six posi- 
tive results, two female and four 
male. Out of 272 gonorrhea tests 
administered by the Health Cen- 
ter, there was one positive result. 
Mazur said the high number 
of positive test results may be 
attributed to “people are hav- 
ing unprotected sex, and mul- 
tiple partners,” and also because 
people are coming to the campus 
from other areas. 
It is difficult to determine if 
Regina Hatch 
Sex Educator/Employee at Good Relations 
Kyburz believes the number 
one way to protect oneself is to 
be tested for everything possible, 
not just HIV, and to encourage 
}partners to be tested. 
“Lots of people get tested for 
HIV because they think that’s 
the ‘bad one’, but they need to be 
tested for chlamydia, gonorrhea, 
and herpes.” 
Regina Hatch, an employ- 
ee at Good Relations in Eureka 
and a sex educator, believes safe 
sex and protection begins in the 
home with education. “There 
v see STDs, pg. 12 
etree prenraa ce tate a 
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STDs, from pe 1 
is a certain amount of care and 
. understanding that comes from 
someone close to you (teaching 
you about sex and sexuality),” 
Hatch said. 
Hatch believes sex education 
does not take place enough in the 
home or in schools and when it 
does take place the emphasis is 
abstinence, not safer sex. “I don’t 
believe abstinence should be the 
only thing taught—it’s human 
nature to have sex,” Hatch said. 
“You have to be well armed and 
kids aren’t armed.” 
“It’s a big deal (sex educa- 
tion) to me because when you 
are young you are exploring, you 
aren’t settling down,” Hatch said, 
“Some people have many part- 
ners.” 
Hatch, Kyburz, and Mazur all 
believe that open dialogue be- 
tween partners, educators, fam- 
ily and friends about sex and safe 
sex is an excellent preventative 
measure. 
“It seems to me that a lot of 
people don’t want to talk about 
safe sex,” Hatch said. “They have 
an attitude that they are invinci- 
ble. It’s very scary.” 
Other STDs to be aware of 
include HIV, human papilloma 
virus (aka genital warts), herpes 
simplex virus, syphillis, hepititis 
B, trichomoniasis, cytomegalo- 
virus, bacterial vaginosis, pelvic 
inflammatory disease, pubic lice, 
scabies, and urinary tract infec- 
tions. Mazur said no. one can be 
tested for everything, so the best 
method of prevention is. protec- 
tion. 





> Kimberly Thorpe 
Lunabortaah Mag dee 
Mike Clymer doesn’t 
look like he belongs in 
a homeless dining facil- 
ity. The 29-year-old San 
Franciscan is healthy, well 
dressed and clean cut. And 
right now his only worldly 
belongings are a car and 
an empty wallet. 
He left San Francisco 
with $50 in his pocket. 
“It was just to get out of 
the city and try something 
new,” Clymer said. 
Clymer is just one of 
the hundreds of homeless 
who line up daily for free 
meals at the St. Vincent 
de Paul dining facility in 
Eureka. 
Run mostly by volun- 
teers and a few paid em- 
ployees, this resource for 
the homeless feeds be- 
tween 200 and 400 people 
every day. 
St. Vincent de Paul, in 
Eureka, is:on the front- 
lines of adressing hun- 




Rosalie Garcia, president of the Newman Center at HSU, lends 
Ae By 
: - A 
  
hand at St. Vincent de Paul on Saturday. 
Although he spent his _reka. But he’s made it clear 
that he has no intention 
of becoming a permanent 
first few nights sleeping in 
“It makes me feel 
good being able to 
help.” 
Miriam Jukes 
Volunteer/HSU Forestry Junior 
his car, he now frequents 
the Rescue Mission in Eu- 
resident of the shelter. 
Every day Clymer gets 
up at 6 a.m. to visit La- 
bor Ready, a free employ- 
ment service in Eureka 
where jobs—both tem- 
porary and permanent 
— are called in. He’s even 
registered at College of the 















and dished up 
food, wiped 
down tables, washed dish- 
es and scooped ice cream 
for two hours as people 
shuffled in to fill their 
trays. 
Miriam Jukes, a for- 
estry junior at HSU, vol- 
unteered for the first time 
along with several mem- 
bers of the Newman Cen- 
ter, a Catholic student or- 
ganization in Arcata. 
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said. “It makes me feel — 
good being able to help,” 
Jesse Duran, a Eureka 
resident who volunteers at 
St. Vincent de Paul three- 
days a-week, said most of 
the people he serves are 
regulars. 
Michael Cooksey, a 
Humboldt County fixture 
for the last 23 years, is one 
of them. Before 2001, he 
lived on Alto Street in Eu- 
reka. Then he was evicted 
and has not been able to 
find another place to live: 
“I was never homeless 
before that,” Cooksey said. 
Now Cooksey gets his 
meals at St. Vincent’s and 
the Rescue Mission. When 
local law enforcement 
isn’t telling him to move, 
he pitches a tent at night 
accompanied by his dog 
Baby Girl. 
“The police are always 
trying to get rid of the 
homeless,” Cooksey said. 
“I think someone in the 
county ought to step in 
and clean it up.” 
Kimberly Thorpe can be reached at 
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The chief editor of a U.S. funded newspaper in Iraq has resigned along with the paper's entire staff in 
protest of American interference with the publication. 
Editor-in-Chief Ismail Zayer wrote yesterday in a front page editorial that he and his staff were “cel- 
ebrating the end of a nightmare we had suffered for months...We want independence. They (the Ameri- 
cans) refuse.” e 
The newspaper, al Sabah, is part of the Pentagon-sponsored Iraqi Media Network, which has been de- 
veloped by the Florida-based company Harris Inc., and also includes a television network and radio sta- 
tions. Harris won a $96-million contract from the Pentagon in January to set up the IMN. 
Many Iraqis have considered al Sabah the mouthpiece for the U.S.-led occupation of Iraq. 
Zayer accused Harris of interfering with the paper’s publication, including stopping the printing of 
some advertising and communicating to reporters directly about the content of their articles. 
Among the ads in Zayer accused Harris of preventing from running, was an ad from a new political or- 
ganization called “The Iraqi Republican Group.” 
The advertisement complained about the “grieves of occupation” and called on Iraqi elite to step up 
and “preserve our nation from destruction.” 
Zayer said Harris informed him that the ads were “too political” to be published. 
He published the ad in his last issue as editor-in-chief. 
In the wake of the mass resignation, Zayer has vowed to start a new publication entitled, al Sabah al Je- 
did, with the rest of the staff from al Sabah. 
“We had a project to create a free media in Iraq. They are trying to control us. We are being suffocated,” 
Zayer said. 
Harris plans to resume the publication of al Sabah without Zayer. 
Bremer knew of prison abuse 
Former Iraqi human rights minister, Abdel Basset Turki, is accusing the head of the U.S. occupation, 
Paul Bremer, of ignoring his warnings last November that abuse of Iraqi prisoners was occurring in U.S. 
run jails. 
The accusation follows the political relations nightmare currently tasking the U.S. military, caused by 
CBS News’ broadcast of images of U.S. soldiers abusing Iraqi prisoners in Abu Gharib prison in Iraq. 
Turki, who recently resigned his position in protest of U.S. led action in Fallujah said, “In November | 
talked to Mr. Bremer about human rights violations in general and in jails in particular. He listened but 
   
there was no answer. At the first meeting, I asked to be allowed to visit the security prisoners, but I failed. 
I told him the news. He didn’t take care about the information I gave him.” 
On Monday the top U.S. commander in Iraq issued administrative rebukes to six officers, but none of 
the officials are facing criminal charges. 
Private contractors who allegedly played a role is the abuse may also be spared any criminal action. A 
military spokesperson told The Globe, “The imiilitary has no jurisdiction over the civilian contractors. The 
crab can make recommendations, but it is going to be up to the employer to decide what measures to 
; 
_ Meanwhile ‘some Iraqis hiave publicly sta ted that they have been treated worse by the U.S. led prison 
system than that of Saddam Hussein. feta et i Say Ch hag 
. Fs ; : 5 tyre : 4 —STinfo 95 tie n fi . D, a y'No : 2g fin eh ; 




       
Two weeks ago this paper ran an article entitled “Everything to 
know about fellatio,” covering a workshop teaching attendees how 
to perform fellatio. The following week we printed “See me feel me 
touch me,” a descriptive guide to cunnilingus that sung the praises of 
an unorthodox sex technique dubbed “the shocker.” 
The day the cunnilingus story went to print, the sound of break- 
ing glass could be heard intermittently ringing out in the Humboldt 
skies as one by one, the monocles of shocked Lumberjack readers 
dropped to the ground and shattered into thousands of pieces. 
Almost immediately, the newsroom was flooded with a barrage of 
angry letters from HSU faculty, community members and even some 
HSU students denouncing our choice to publish the article. 
Readers were “shocked” at the “grossly inappropriate” “pornog- 
raphy” that brought “reproach, not only on The Lumberjack, but on 
Humboldt State University, and the City of Arcata, as well.” One flus- 
tered reader wanted to see “heads roll” in the Lumberjack office. 
We were surprised when we saw our story mentioned in an Arcata 
Eye column, and a few days later we were dumbfounded when the 
Times-Standard ran a front page story on it. Must have been a slow 
news week. 
Not only were readers offended, but some of our advertisers 
were upset, as well. If you’re a devoted reader, you may notice that 
The Lumberjack is missing a few regular advertisers this week. After 
the cunnilingus story was printed, advertisers started dropping like 
flies—at least four have withdrawn their ads for this issue. 
It’s important to note that we also received a fair amount of posi- 
tive feedback from readers commending us for addressing sex in an 
open manner. Despite this, the feedback we received was overwhelm- 
ingly negative. 
While the First Amendment grants newspapers the right to cov- 
Jer any topic they choose, we understand that publication of touchy 
topics can result in negative feedback. The Lumberjack’s goal, aside 
from giving aspiring journalists a place to cut their teeth, is to enrich 
the lives of our readers with timely information, educational features 
and entertaining content. Purposely offending our readers is the last 
However, most Lumberjack readers are HSU students who fall be- 
tween the ages of 18 to 28, and we feel that our obligation is to them.. 
As regrettable as it is that community members may be losing faith in 
our publication, we will not promise to shy away from topics that in- 
terest our target audience. This means that we will always select sub- 
jects thet      
Jack stanceonvuigarity






I have thought about this and 
yes, I think that the (April 21) 
article was grossly inappropri- 
ate. When I go into the store, no 
longer do I see the sex magazine's 
at eye level, they are removed, 
or at least the cover is obscured 
| with a wrap of some sort. | have 
a choice. Your article was in the 
center of our community news- 
paper. Certainly I didn’t have 
to read it but the fact that it was 
there, compromised the same 
principal that deemed sexually 
explicit magazine’s inappropriate 
to display at our grocery store. I 
believe the intent was to be con- 
troversial, to offend and not to 
inform. I am very disappointed. 
We need to be an example to our 
youth. To be supportive and up- 
lifting. By allowing this article to 
go to print, I believe our students 
were let down. 
Lianne Montafio 
Administrative Support Coordi- 
nator DARS 
Office of the Registrar 
Dear Editor, ‘ 
The April 30 Times-Standard 
reports that your recent arti- 
cles on fellatio and cunnilingus 
have upset some of your readers, 
which is unfortunate-- I never 
shopped at the Vintage Aveng- 
er anyhow. However, the thing 
that upsets me is that Cat Sieh, . 
who wrote the article on fella- 
tio, is quoted as saying “People 
were absolutely outraged at the 
second (cunnilingus)--and good 
for them, because it was not ap- 
propriate.” 
Well, Cat, what outrages me is 
that men can expect their lovers 
to become accomplished fellatio 
artists, but we women must set- 
tle for amateurs because it is too 
“shocking” to give equal time to 
_ the art of cunnilingus. And by the 
way; Karen Wilkinson's “shocker” 
‘ neferted: wich. Sd ene ; 
~ able'technique | —_exiferaset 
have missed. g 
I don’t think you guys go far 
enough in the discussion of sex- 
uality. There is an abundance of 
fact byt very little eroticism. | 
“loved the photo of the black-clad 
“legs, ‘but once again, it would 
have been nice to see a similar 
photo of a man’s black-clad legs 
In response to the’ Vintage 
Avenger (April 28), she has ob- 
viously not seen porn since she — 
thinks the anatomy of the vulva 
is offensive. 
Give me a break, do you get 
offened from anatomy text books 
and posters on the wall at the. 
OB GYN? I can see how a vulva 
might be shocking in a paper, but 
a college paper? | 
It’s purpose was informa- 
tive, it was in no way sexual. All 
it does is show women what they 
have “down there”, since mahy 
women don’t know, and it gives 
men and women a much needed - 
lesson on anatomy. 3 
Thanks to the lack of proper : 
Sex education, it is a great oppor- 
tunity to learn it in college, even 
though by then it might be a lit- 
tle late. I have never heard of the 
Vintage place, so I wouldn’t wor" 
ry about losing any money from 
them. 
I'm pleased to support our 
school paper, thanks to all the 
factual information, honest sto- 
ries, and amusing articles they 
“me; people “I am a sexual be- 
    
   
   
  
   
    
   
     
   
     
    
oh 
is just sex! I enjoy attending fo- 
rums and classes and reading _ 
articles about sexual issues. 
Iam choosing not tobe sex- 
because I learn about all of 
these interesting things, doesn’t 
mean I am going to rush out 
and find people to: have sex 
with. But when I eventually find 
someone special, I look forward 
to being able to use what [ have 
- Sex is enjoyable, so what is 
enjoy it even more? Say it with 
ing!” Articles by Melinda My- 
ers, about fellatio and: covering 
homosexuality are very infor- 
Reading about sexual top- 
ics in the LumberJack is a good 
way for curious people to learn. 
Many are too shy or embarassed 
to attend a class (like on fella- 
tio). Keep printing it and we 
 
provide. will keep reading it! 
Melissa Koslowsky Mandy J. Meier 
LSEE Major Junior Psychology Junior 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing to voice my dis- 200 per article, for less than one 
gust at the two pages of pornog- _ page, while you give free space to 
raphy you printed in your April two full pages of moral trash (not 
21 issue of The Lumberjack. _ to mention the “Sexually Speak- 
You bring reproach, not only _ ing” weekly column). 
on The Lumberjack, but also You ought to be ashamed of 
Humboldt State University, and yourselves for printing it. The 
the City of Arcata, as well. It’s university should be ashamed as 
sad to me that when I write the well, for such lax editorial over- 
“Ask the Pastor” articles for The sight. Heads should roll. 
Lumberjack, I have to pay$150- . . 
Pastor Clay Ford 
 
     




I was shocked at the Pornog- 
raphy that has recently been 
printed in the Lumberjack. - 
I graduated from Eureka High . 
School in the late 90’s, where 
they endorsed and taught Absti- 
nence, and I am so thankful that 
they were not afraid to promote 
3. instead of a womah mouthing a Abstinence as | and many of my _ it’s good, and it works! 
dildo, © * friends practiced it, and many of : bees gg ey 
those who didn’t practice Absti-’ Siricerely,* © | > = 
| Amelia Raymond?’ 3 nence now regret it. ~ Sapah-Filteau = 
HSU alumnus: 
oem yet Rem ho FS PPC ET etre eter te tie ter > tees eee re cence, 
     
     
    
   
Have you ever considered 
promoting Abstinence? Does it 
matter to you that not all college 
students engage in sexual activi- 
ty? As a 25 year old college grad- 
uate, I and MANY of my college 
friends practice Abstinence, and 
know firsthand that it’s possible, 





nif portion of this c mmunity 
th its content. 
The truth of the matter is that our 
two features on oral sex are being 
as a threat to-this adminis- 
* tration’s goals. 
_ With increased enrollment and ap- 
pearances at the forefront of the bu- 
reducrats’ minds, our “untimely” 
publication of material deemed sex- 
ual in nature during the week dedi- - 
cated to open house for new students 
and their guardians ruffled the feath- 
ers right off their suits. 
By the way, preview week was 
never discussed among our editori- 
al board during the planning of those 
two issues. 
After the second article about cun- 
nilingus was published, The ‘Jack 
and HSU administration received a 
sizeable amount of negative feedback 
from residents and advertisers. HSU 
President Rollin Richmond person- 
ally responded to one of the emails 
coming in last week, effectively add- 
ing his own voice to the flux of pro- 
test. 
Richmond agreed with a rath- 
er misguided assessment by a 
McKinleyville pastor, wherein The 
‘Jack was accused of publishing por- 
mogrephy in these two features. 
   2, Ope 
that’s OK, and understand 
    
It's really, go judge for 
yourself; ‘s defines pornog- 
_ raphy as: “writings, pictures, etc. in- 
tended to arouse sexual desire.” 
We do ask one thing: Please read 
the oral sex features before pass- 
ing judgment on them. We wouldn't 
-want you to feel as awkward as Rich- 
mond must have felt when he admit- 
ted to The ‘Jack on Monday afternoon 
that he still had not read the articles. 
Two top public relations handlers 
usually accompany Richmond when 
this paper interviews him, but this 
time he crossed paths with one of our 
editors in the hallway and offered 
this candid admission of ignorance 
on the issue unapologetically. 
This isn’t the first time Richmond 
has rendered his opinion on a mat- 
ter without any of the facts. The most 
striking example of this came last 
semester when Richmond demoral- 
ized the many part-time instructors 
on this campus, when he told The 
‘Jack they “don’t spend as much time 
on campus” or dedicate themselves 
as much as full-time faculty. Hence, 
they are “not as good as full-time 
faculty,” he said. That was a slam to 
many excellent teachers at HSU. He 
later apologized and claimed he was 
given bad information. 
It should be noted that even an 
editor among us — who's grown 
distaste for the oral sex features al- 
though he sat idly by while they 
were assigned — admits to not hav- 
ing read them. 
We're curious how many others 
have not read the material they find 
nds improve sexua 
lingus article was written for 
  
  
so ting in The ‘Jack. Maybe 
these people were just set off by the 
pair of legs in the air, or the photo 
of two women canoodling a dildo 
named Junior. 
Neither of these feature articles 
border on any widely accepted defi- 
nition of pornography. The first fea- 
ture on fellatio set out to inform read- 
ers about a workshop being held for 
and by women to empower them- 
selves to feel more comfortable and 
able to communicate their desires 
(not only sexual). The second feature 
on cunnilingus was an attempt to em- 
ulate that aim and provide informa- 
tion for those who desire better tech- 
nique and understanding of oral sex 
on women. 
We remind you that the ethics of 
journalism are much different than 
those that dominate religion. This is 
true no matter how much Christian 
thought is taught in our pathetic me- 
dia ethics class here at HSU. 
We don’t merit these two oral sex 
write-ups on their scale of news val- 
ue. Those issues were filled with oth- 
er informative news stories. The oral 
sex features were nothing more than 
a pair of quirky contributions in our 
features section. 
Those who are criticizing these 
features as debase and “jaded appe- 
tites, arid passions, arrested devel- 
opment, banality and sordidness” 
are motivated by religious ideology. 
What other conclusion can we come 
to when so much of the backlash is 
filled with talk of values and moral 
judgment? 
   




Sex is still taboo in this culture, es- 
out against us are mostly upset that 
sex wasn’t written about in an emo- 
tional context. sr 
Sex isn’t exclusive or dependent 
on love. People have sex for many 
different reasons. We don’t think it's 
our role to place a high value on it. 
We fear the religious backlash 
that would have ensued if the fea- 
tures hadn’t taken such a heterosex- 
ist angle on oral sex. In retrospect, we 
think that was a mistake. 
The recent reaction and disdain for 
The ‘Jack is rather insignificant in the 
scheme of things. The complaints and 
boycott threats being levied against 
our advertisers are not coming from 
altruistic, middle-of-the-road folks. 
Based largely on these two fea- 
tures, a squad of fundamental- 
ist Christians, calling themselves a 
“group of concerned Christians,” has 
taken on the task of taking down The 
Lumberjack. 
One advertiser was phoned by 
someone claiming to be a customer. 
He said it was obvious that the call- 
er was an extremist, and he doubted 
it was really one of his customers. In 
fact, the advertiser informed us that 
the caller was persuaded by his pas- 
tor to threaten a boycott of all ‘Jack 
advertisers. 
All of a sudden we're being told 
that 8-year-olds read this paper, and 
that parents no longer feel safe leav- 
ing this rag on their coffee table. 
see SHOCKING, pg. 17 
j understanding 
ier sexual beings. The many 
  
that you have the editorial shock value those of youwho your own kudos and criti- 
      Melinda Myers Guest Columnist  There have been a num- ber of occurrences related to writing about sex this semes- ter that have ruffled feathers. The headlines the editor of this section wrote to top this was responding. 1 
license to print or not print 
whatever you choose. What 
embarrasses me is that most 
of the readers don’t know 
I don’t write the headlines, 
unless they’ve worked on a 
newspaper before. 
Last week, when the title I 
gave you was “Too much of a 
good thing,” Luis (the editor) 
chose the misogynistic, bi- 
phobic and hurtful “Sex ma- 
niac wants to switch hit.” 
This was in absolute con- 
tradiction to what I had writ- 
ten the young woman who 
was concerned about her 
sexual health. I explained 
this to Luis, who apologized 
and promised to write and 
explain this week. He’s a 
well-meaning young man, 
who wasn’t intending to hurt 
or offend anybody, and I be- 
lieve he will do just that. 
I would also like to apolo- 
gize if by saying in the Times- 
Standard I thought the cunni- 
L2dH NGA hIANEE Kyss, 
wrote it were upset. I didn’t 
say I thought the article 
shouldn't have been print- 









which I am 
the sole judge. eon What ; 
also said more 
than once in the in- «t 
terview, and what 
wasn’t printed, is that I ab- 
solutely and unequivocally 
support your right to print 
whatever you choose in your 
paper. I think Mark Larson’s 
right. If you print something, 
and someone like Nancy To- 
bin doesn’t like it, she can 
pull her advertising. That's 
an appropriate response. 
PDH RY Sahat pe ty Sarehdae bay qub BA 
  
   
 
    
  
 
   
cisms. 
Humboldt State was 
fortunate this past 






ies from 13 
CSU campus- 
es. They were 
very impressed with 
the paper. One professor 
from Northridge described 
Humboldt and the commu- 
nity as being “very sex posi- 
tive.” He based that on the 
open discussion of sexuality 
in a variety of forms in your 
paper. That’s a huge comple- 
ment, and I wanted to pass 
it on. 
I am grateful that you give 
me the opportunity to share 
what I can to help students 
and the others in the commu- 
nity become happier, health- 
of 
todos inte bait Da wiik ee MaA 
compliments I receive for 
what I do encourage me, and 
your questions inspire me 
and remind me of how much 
work there is still to do. God- 
dess willing and the budget 
holds out, I’ll be back next se- 
mester with more answers to 
more questions. 
Cary Frazee and I are co- 
teaching Sexual Diversity, 
cross-listed as Psychology 
and Government and Poli- 
tics 437, TR 4-5:20. If you’re 
interested in sexuality, espe- 
cially the politics of it, and 
how it intersects (or not) 
with science, I encourage you 
to enroll. 
I'm wor on “Flam- 
ing Multi-Culturalist” and 
“Flaming Homosexualist” T- 
shirts, by the way. 
Melinda Myers can be reached a! 
mm3ehumbeoidt.edu. 
The Lunbestosh eal ote 
majority of the for Melinda 





   
    
  
   
  
    
   
   
   




I knew good head would have my 
legs quivering, but I didn’t think it 
would get the whole campus and 
community in an uproar. 
The features section (which I 
manage) of two previous issues 
described, in detail, how to oral- 
ly please your partner, in case you 
missed it. 
While I have received positive 
feedback, some has been not so sup- 
portive. Anonymous people are call- 
ing advertisers urging them to stop 
advertising. Four advertisers have, 
and the Times Standard wrote a 
front-page story on the controver- 
sy—staged photo and all. 
Come on, we're just talking about 
oral sex here. 
What I’m most upset about is 
the cover stories of those two issues 
were overlooked. 
HSU is going to divert its recycla- 
bles to landfills and people can’t find 
quality housing. There are a number 
of stories printed in The Lumberjack 
that if people got upset about, would 
really help other people. 
Our own administration has been 
caught misrepresenting HSU (April 
7 edition, “Campus crime statis- 
tics misleading”)—rape, arson and 
weapons possession figures have 
been skewed in an attempt to put on 
a facade of safety. Big surprise. 
There’s little concern when the 
university pretends a rape didn’t oc- 
cur...why care when there is “sexu- 
ally offensive” material in the pa- 
per? 
People are calling The Lumber- 
jack a pornographic publication— 
that we’re closer to Playboy and 
& SHOCKING from pg. 16 
Is it really that big of a surprise that The ‘Jack has 
no fans in the fundamentalist Christian camp? And 
moreover, did the advertisers expect to reach that 
audience in the pages of The ‘Jack of all places? 
Four advertisers seemingly did. They jumped 
ship last week after a series of phone calls from this 
group. They include Vintage Avenger, Renner Pe- 
troleum, California State Federal Credit Union, and 
Humboldt Audio and Video. 
- Only 16 percent of The Lumberjack’s operating 
costs are subsidized by HSU. The ad staff generates 
Hustler than a newspaper. While I 
disagree, I respect these opinions 
and welcome all criticism—but can- 
not respect those who hatefully at- 
tack the staff. 
. Hearing this feedback has been 
helpful (except the few hateful at- 
tacks directed toward the staff, which 
I cannot respect) in the learning pro- 
cess, and after all I’m a student and 
just like every other student on this 
campus, I’m learning. The only dif- 
ference is the whole campus and 
community has the opportunity to 
look at my work every week. 
In retrospect I would have still run 
both articles—though differently. 
Without going into the specific 
flaws of the article I want to let the 
readers know why I though it was 
important to bring up fellatio and °‘ 
cunnilingus. 
Sexuality affects everyone, even 
though it might be taboo for some. 
When I heard there was a seminar on 
fellatio, I thought readers would be 
interested. After that I felt obligated 
to give cunnilingus equal space and 
value. 
After all, one good blow deserves 
another. 
What really interested me is that 
more women perform oral sex than 
receive it from their partners. Why 
is that? I’m aware that this issue, 
among many others, was not ad- 
dressed in the articles. | will do a bet- 
ter job next time...and yes, there will 
be a next time. 
But censoring ourselves is not the 
answer. Writing responsible, well- 
thought-out, multiple-sourced ar- 
ticles is. 
The reaction from this commu- 
nity is a reflection of American’s 
misplaced priorities. Instead of tak- 
ing the time to understand complex 
issues affecting everyone, finding 
something offensive seems to come 
easier. 
I know readers got some tips out 
of those two. articles (even if you 
don’t want to admit it), so here’s 
another—consider why the United 
States considers graphic violence ac- 
ceptable but cries filth and obscenity 
whenever sexuality is the topic. 
Karen Wilkinson can be reached at 
kilw23@humboldt.edu 
the rest. It’s worth mentioning that these features 
are among our highest read of the semester and 
they’ve generated also the most positive feedback 
of the year. This all is the first semester with a fea- 
tures section in the ‘Jack. 
In our opinion, what lies at the heart of the mat- 
ter for the administration is the appearance and 
general compatibility of HSU to as many prospec- 
tive students as possible. 
Since his hiring two years ago, most of Rich- 
mond’s efforts have been focused on dramatically 
increasing enrollment at HSU. 
As this final semester of ours closes, we fear the 
 




My objection to the sex articles that 
ran the last two weeks in The Lum- 
} berjack can be summed up like this: 
we wrote two “how-to” articles about 
techniques that, in all likeliness, only 
served a small portion of our readers, 
who could have gotten better informa- 
tion from a porno, or a book. 
Meanwhile, there was a sex confer- 
ence, attended by hundreds of students, 
gay, straight, married, virgins, or sexu- 
ally active, that talked about responsi- 
ble sex. Not one word was written on 
the weekend-long conference starting 
Thursday, April 23. 
This was not porno in print, but it 
was not worthy of print. 
If the motivation behind the two 
“how-to” articles was to educate on 
sex, someone would have found out 
this conference was being held. 
This leads me to analyze the other 
motivating factors here.Those involved 
with the decision to run the sex articles 
in the manner they were ran, did so 
because they have values that permit 
them to do so. 
They need to realize it is not so much 
about their own values, but more about 
who’s values they are setting aside. The 
decision makers, namely the Features 
Editor Karen Wilkinson and Editor-in- 
Chief Matt Mais, did worry about vul- 
garity. They knew many people would 
not want to read a descriptive “how-to” 
article on sex in a college newspaper. 
They debated it, but in my mind ran 
the articles because they come from the 
viewpoint that caution is censorship. 
Matt did it, as he told me, because he 
didn’t think that a set journalistic stan- 
dard should be implemented across- 
the-board in all sections of The Lumber-   
   
   
   
  
jack. He thinks that, as students, sails 
no telling what kind of publication we 
will work for in the future, so why limit 
it now? I truly can appreciate that, and 
I think Mattie « gine pemece eae 
intentions. . 
The First Amendment says that we 
have the right to do what was done, but 
was it right? In terms of respecting the 
gift and the trust of our readership: no. 
What about journalistically? 
I come from the camp that worries 
less about what new envelope can be 
pushed, and more about whether they 
are covering the basics good enough. 
Sex is always there for mass media to 
ride on, when its product will not car- 
ry itself. Sex is there for a bad movie. 
It’s there for a pop star fading from the 
spotlight. It shouldn’t be a last resort for 
journalists who, like me and most other 
journalists, spend most of our time lis- 
tening about our errors in reporting, 
layout and grammar. 
In journalism, a lifetime of hard work 
may not garner more than a handful of 
compliments or special attention. 
Karen told me that she was “all about 
bringing readers to The Lumberjack.” 
Part of the beauty of working on The 
Lumberjack is that it gives students 
work experience without the same kind 
of fear of mistakes accompanying a real 
newspaper. 
We at The Lumberjack have been 
given the opportunity, while we are still 
training for the real thing, to don the ti- 
tle of journalist. 
Along with that gift, we get the gift 
of trust. HSU trusts that we will use The 
Lumberjack to educate ourselves and to 
attempt to cover issues pertaining to 
the community. The Humboldt com- 
munity, which is the first population 
sample for us budding journalists that 
will read the print and see the pictures 
we pour our efforts into, is someone we 
also have a trust bond with. 
Let’s remember that while we come 
here for, no matter how hard our classes 
are, a hiatus before we have to join the 
real world, the Humboldt community 
works and raises family here. While 
HSU students are spending their par- 
ent’s money, or their financial aid checks 
around town, they may lose sight of the 
fact that some people call this place 
home and raise children here. 
Patrick Brown can be reached at 
pdbrownca@yahoo.com 
worst. HSU is in dire straits and ill prepared for 
more students. More classes are being cut each se- 
mester, forcing students to wait around, while the 
faculty-to-student ratio consistently rises. 
The administration is dumping millions of dol- 
lars into ridiculous ventures like the Field House 
upgrade, the Behavioral and Social Sciences build- 
ing and the constant remodeling of the Student and 
Business Services building. 
The needs of HSU’s current student body are not. 
being met. Does the administration really expect us 
bo ane ee es eee 
and fewer resoufces? 





















Granado Hills: 818-366-3235 
Hollywood: 323-466-1656 
Irvine: 949-222-9909 
Long Beach: 562-283-2883 
Manhattan Beach: 
310-856-2217 
" Mission Viejo: 949-364-7161 
’ Palm Springs: 760-324-2123 
‘ Palmdale: 661-951-1300   
Training 
e Grec 
Or apply onii 
Pasadena: 626-432-1903 
Rancho Cucamonga: . 
909-945-1134 
Riverside: 909-784-3093 
San Bernardino: 909-824-0780 
San Diego/Mission Vol.:_ 
619-583-5609 
San Diego/North Co.: 
760-942-1223 
San Diego South: 619-422-0473 
San Luis Obispo: 805-595-5452 
Santa Barbara: 805-965-2525 
Santa Monica: 310-441-8481 
Temecula: 909-49 |-6487 
Torrance: 310-791-9468 
Ventura Co.: 805-642-1947 
Victorville: 760-951-6696 
















~ Vector is now accepting applications for summer openings In customer 
sales and service. We offer: ee ee 
Tri-Cities: 509-735-847 1 
Vancouver: 360-573-1868 
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California - Bay Area: 
Antioch: 925-755-2969 
Berkeley: 510-644-1938 




Marin Co.: 415-460-0107 
Milpitas: 408-262-0505 
Monterey: 831-375-0175 
Mountain View: 650-940-9400 
Napa Valley: 707-254-9487 
Palo Alto: 650-321-1448 
san Francisco: 415-431-8200 
San Jose: 408-615-1500 
San Mateo: 650-342-9679 
Sante Cruz: 831-427-2000 
Santa Rosa: 707-665-9046 
Vallejo: 707-643-2123   









   
Matee!l Community Center, redway 
May 6, 2004 Doors 7:30pm Music 8:00pm 
Tickets $25 advance / $27 door 
fichats eutlete: - Gerbervile: Wild Horse Records «= - Redwey: Redwey Uquors —s- Eureka: The Werks 
« Avcate: The Werke / The Metro / Peepts Records -Loytonvilie: Perk-N-Takit - Fert Bragg: Tongents 
- Wille: Leaves of Grass = - Uieh: Unieh Noturel Feeds §- Mendecine: fwis? 
Puy indo call fhe Poogta ef (FO 923-4590 ° enw. peoplepreductons.net 
  





Fine Gifts & 
Furnishings 
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Tiny town in Poland 
FAVORITE CLASS: 
Forestry 
LEAST FAVORITE CLASS: 
Forestry 
FAVORITE MOVIE: 




home made food 
DREAM JOB: 






LEAST FAVORITE CLASS: 
Archeology 
FAVORITE MOVIE: 




Arcata Pizza and Deli 
DREAM JOB: 




> Larry Marsh 
Lumberjack Staff Writer 
The former John Grizzly Band will play under 
its new band John Grizzly: Rasta Survival Satur- 
"day at Humboldt Brews. | 
The band plays music known as dancehall reg- 
gae, which John Grizzly, the bassist, describes as 
more about drums/bass and a appin’ DJ style 
with a fresh approach to reggae. 
Before the original members went their sepa- 
rate ways, Grizzly was John Grizzly’s lead singer 
and bass player for the past year and a half. Songs 
Grizzly had followed were from his former Los 
Angeles group Better Chemistry. 
Enthusiasm faded as the drummer and guitar 
player lost interest in reggae, and focused instead 
on getting a college education at HSU. In effort 
to keep his band alive Grizzly turned to African 
American Drum shop owner Calvin Hall to see if 
he could be referred to a dedicated Caribbean reg- 
gae musician. 
In February, Hall directed Grizzly to the lead 
Jamaican-born singer Melbourne Morgan, co- 
owner of Ijal’s Jamaican Kitchen restaurant in Eu- 
reka. It turned out Morgan was also searching for 
a reggae band. 
“That’s why I ventured out to Melbourne be- 
cause he’s from Jamaica,” Grizzly said. “It’s more 
authentic to have somebody from Jamaica, for 
me, when singing reggae.” 
Grizzly also said Morgan's approach to singing 
is very energetic, happy and determined. He in- 
teracts with the crowd through hand gestures and 
body language. 
“The people I am in the band with are dedi- 
cated, so it lifts me up and they give me the vibes 
every time,” Morgan said. 
“I was looking to play more reggae, and he’s 
into the same reggae style that I am into so it 
worked out really well,” Grizzly said. 
Other new band members include drummer 
Danny Hall, who's a long-time friend of Grizzly’s 
from Southern California. Hall brought in his gui- 
tar friend Jesse Norman, and the keyboardist Sun-   
John Grizzly: Resta Survival reherse at Tjal's Jamaican Kitchen 
John Grizzly: Rasta Survival 
Grizzly’s latest spin on reggae to play Humboldt Brews 
  
  
ny Andrews is Morgan’s friend. 
- Norman said the guys he composes music 
with are friendly mellow people who want to cre- 
ate good music and enjoy themselves, “They are 
positive folks trying to make something happen,” 
said Norman, an engineering sophomore at Col- 
lege of the Redwoods, 
“I like the challenge of playing reggae whereas 
I never played reggae before,” Hall said about why 
he chose to join the band. 
Unfortunately, playing any boisterous instru- 
ment isn’t without its possible consequences. Hall 
has suffered hearing lost in his inner righ: ear 
from tapping drums for 10 years, and one month 
ago he got himself fitted earplugs from an audi- 
ologist. He doesn’t have 
Sic, it’s better to learn from somebody who knows 
the music,” he said, referring to his music know!- 
edge. “Then when you get it down pat then you 
can add on influences from other music and styles 
into reggae music.” 
The bass has always been Grizzly’s favorite in- 
strument to hear when he first got started playing 
music. Lack of bass players, however, convinced 
him that his chances to be in a band were greater 
if he chose that instrument. 
One of Grizzly’s early music influences was 
The Grateful Dead because of the band’s approach 
to music and how the members jammed together. 
Some of his other influences are Bob Marley, bass 
player Stewart Zender of Jamiroquai and recently 
Tippa Irie’s dancehall reg- 
  
regrets though, “it’s one of  «& ; gae that Grizzly incorpo- 
those hazards of the job.” We are trying to be rates into the group. 
nots ae the newer edge of _ “Rant really new, but 
t songs we keep add- it’s we are 
ing different pieces to the reggae.” trying to be on the new- 
songs,’ Hall said. “Overall _-.~.. @t edge of reggae,” Grizzly 
I'd say the rehearsals are said about implementing 
pretty productive and ab- in oy Irie’s music into the band. 
solutely necessary: When putting on live 
“We make progress every time we practice,” 
Norman said. “We get more tunes all the time and 
the set gets bigger and tighter.” 
Though it’s been three months since the band 
was formed, Norman sees a promising future for 
the band. 
“I'm sure we'll keep jamming through the 
summer,’ he said. 
Grizzly said, Andrews sometimes finds it diffi- 
cult to slow the pace since he has more experience 
than other members. 
“It’s kind of hard for him to be with us because 
we are kind of new at playing the reggae we are 
playing,” Grizzly said. “So he gets a little frustrat- 
ed with us.” 
Andrews becomes frustrated when wanting to 
play reggae music at its highest level because it's 
ive business. 
“If you're going to go out and play reggae mu- 
shows, it’s not only about getting people to hear 
the music, it’s also about developing a better band, 
Grizzly said. 
But don’t expect them to promptly uncover 
tunes in high fusion — it takes a while to warm 
up. 
“It takes a while to get used to a new place,” 
Grizzly said. “Eventually with a crowd you feel 
more comfortable playing with that kind of en- 
Saturday at 9 p.m. for $5, John Grizzly: Ras- 
ta Survival will play dancehall r ggae at Arcata’s 
Humboldt Brews (aka Humboldt Brewery). 21 
and over only. 
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Larry Marsh can be reached 
Larryjr20@aol.com 
WWW.THEJACK.ORG 
2° Dorks of the world gejoice! Weezer has re-released its 1994 break through “Blue Album” complete with 
7 secand disc fyllast aide and unreleased demo tracks. The Blue Album (Deluxe Edition) is 24-bit re- 
i ; | = ee iia Michie aitieding g and both CDs combined contain 24 tracks. 
i fhe. fee grees Ste origina ith ijped-up sound quality. The human ear probably won't 
F Las Vaies. ‘ $110 .  PBcveric ee “f dolpp-digital sound sysig® and an oscilloscope. 
F eee iat you'rethinkirig. “Whydhould I tro Zi soene-odd dollars just for a b-sides album?” I'll tell 
49 ta Rica...$ ayOR & At jome point in your life you 1 were] jowing OF yOu really needed some money fast, so you packed 
“|? sp all Alone you bought ih ninth Se an ie F them off at the stro shop down the street. The 
“Blue ? was-in there if.you hadn’t already use it #8 a coaster or something. 
| ©. Asyéu njatured, you realized your terrible mistake and have been Kicking yourself ever since. Now there 
+ iba chanee.to correct j pastwrongs, . « 
iy “The'secpnd disc contaigs tracks previously available only on iidipdbiecks (Suzanne, Mallrats S.D.), un. 
‘ released liyetécordings, and demo tracks that were apparently recorded in someone's kitchen. Another 
gol featifte is that the lines notes inelude commentary on the origins of all the b-sides. 
ih In addition to the 
double album, Wee- 
zer has released a DVD 
containing all its videos 
with commentary, the 
ee a 3 Pe Be, making of the videos, 
pt it an (Heyy ‘ live performances, etc. 
a fest re i KA i oe Ne 4 
EXEYrRAveL |e lies en.   
must have, any way you 
look at it. And for those 
who aren’t into Weezer, 
I’m not going to get into 
what that says about you 
  
as a person, but buying 
this album and listen- 
ing to it for the next four 
days straight would help 
out a lot. 
ee. et 
ae 4, [2 ENTERTAINMENT 
roe SS wt 
  
For information, call 707.441.1901, ext.-308   
  
     
   
  
   
   
      
Get help n ow with www. saniiiaet com 
¢ online counseling 
¢ supportive chat rooms 
e information on medications 
All available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
Free for Humboidt County Residents! 
Funded by the Humbolat County Dept. of Health and Human Services -— 
the Humbolat cid fe Board, of Supervisors nahaig oi eae   
  
for more informatt 3 ncall — | oa _ 
Tobacco-Free Humboldt at (707) 268-2132 | 
Paid for by Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Servi $- 707) Free Humboldt Program. : ek i 
Funded by Prop 99 3 ee ae 
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: 7 “SUN UI
2O 200$ ANGELS Cams CaLiFOANIA Y:S'd W
h iB cabelas ‘ 
a i i & eli Amphith Mountai Vien | W
hat: Siege Bigveda World praneceniye Whev
e Seattle Center, Seattle, Wa 
orelnne itheatre, ountain 
ae 
’ ’ 
Ca we ” = . 
Vass. oe 5 
When: September 3-6 
When: July 29 Pals cis ae Who: Michael Fr
anti and Spearhe: ad, Buri ge, Who: The Pixies, Nas, Nickleback
, Kaki King, and 
we “Who: Ozzy, Judas Priest, Slayer, Sapna 
Black i. (ena, Israel Vibration, Peter Tosh Celebration’ i K
oko Taylor have confirmed so far. 
eee bel Society and others 
w/ The Fully Fullwood Band, Don Carlos, Maxi How 
much: $15.00- advance one day pass 
Es . How much: $49.50 General 
" Priest, Rocker-T, Femi Kuti anda lot ma
ke: $28.00- advance two day pa
ss 
$89.50 Seats How much:
 $95.00- 3 day pass te 
$55.00- four day pass 
Another in-state show: Ozzfest will Be at the Hyun- 
$30.00- Car/SUV camping Web site: www. bumber
shoot.org 
dai Pavilion in San Bernardino July 31 
$100.00- Bus/RV camping. 
‘Web site: www.ozzfest.com (Don’t b








' Where: Shoreline Amphitheatre, 
Pe 
Mountain View, Ca 
ROO mms 
\ti | Wt 
When: July 17-18 
8 
oon cane | Who: Morrisey, Son
ic Youth, Mod- 
4 { 
What: Sasquatch! Music Festival 
} est Mouse, Von Bondies, Flaming Lips, 
. é Where: Pier 30/32, San Francisco, Ca 
Where: The Gorge Amphitheatre, Wa ‘The T
hrills, Polyphonic Spree, Le Ti- 
a When: July 3 
When: May 29 
} gre, and a bunch more. 
Who: Bad Religion, Flogging Molly, NOFX, Anti- Who: The Roots, The Postal S
ervice, The Shins, F How much: $29.50- One day gen- 
Flag, Atmosphere, The Vandals, Sahara Hotnights and _ Built To Spi
ll, Cat Power, Sleater-Kinney, Gary Jules : eral 
more and mo
re. 
$49.50- One day seating 
How much: $29.00 General How
 much: $49.95- General v7.
 $50.00- Two day general 
Web site: www.warpedtour.com 




FIST UP PRESENTS..... THE FINAL AFTER FINALS 
Friday, May 14th 
$5 at the door, Ladies in free! 
21+up 
Show starts @ 10pm 













     
   
    
For those of you 
Staying in town 
this summer, 
stop by and visit 
us soon. 
REGIST ALS Dub COWDOY W 
(screen (ive TUK) 





    
  
  





Living Legends members branch out in Eureka 
> Antonio Muniz 
Special to the Lumberjack 
The Three Melancholy Gypsies will bring their 
special blend of beats and rhymes 
to Rumours in Eureka on Saturday. 
The 3MGs are Eligh, Murs and Sca- | JUST THE GIST 
rub—they formed the group inhigh [oo ciouua OO 
school in Oakland. Later the group Where: Rumours Lounge 
in Eureka joined forces with the Living Legends 
Crew. Anyone who is into hard-hit- 
ting beats and off-the-cuff rhymes 
When: Saturday, May 8 
How much. $12 in advance 
and $15 at the door. 21 and over 
sense hooks, which use word play to poke fun at 
the hot topics of the day. Eligh, without a doubt, 
is the snake eyes of the group, coming at people 
with those dark lyrical topics that give you goose 
bumps at night. This show will not 
disappoint. 
The 3MGs have been holding it 
down for years and know how to 
turn out a show. 
Also on the bill with the 3MGs 
will be special guests The Chosen 
Few and DJ Choc-Won. Tickets can ' What time: 9 p.m. 
should not miss out. be picked up at the Metro and Peo- 
The three members of this group ple’s Records and are $12 in advance 
each bring their own unique style to and $15 at the door. 
the mic. Scarub style has a poetic flow that is a mix 
of battle-ready rhymes and self-reflective rants. 
Murs puts the bass in your face with his no-non- 
{ffention Students: 
Ghl YOUR DEPOSIT BACK! 
YOUR CARPETS! 
IT PAYS TO CALL PAYE'S! 
Professional- Thorough-Quick DEEP STEAM CARPET CLEANING 
  Wa ered el ee bd 




r Sf Oat = to college footh 
LILLY RAE EAR y GUE oe LEIA 
eC ana valiil TIONS PRESENT 
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MCKINLEYVILLE CHIROPRACTIC © - -}|. Youn Ad 
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A 
romoeens paar vim agaens Sy 
JayTeo(42-Doon) MB rich Taal, 
KOTTONMOUTH KINGS Free c edieien + parking 
. Fall Semester 2004 begins 8/23 




    
  
WH ma of he ad ig ow 
bo, prom they were to play 
ter thet night, keyboardist Monica Higdon, 24, 
tasting idly out of the restaurant window. 
being [on stage], but I just can’t look any- 
vod tks ge" Higdon, a HSU chemistry gradu- 
ate said. 
Higdon is the newest member to the 5-month- 
old band The Ian Fays, who defeated 10 other 
groups for $100 from KRFH’s Battle of the Bands 
last month. 
Most of the money they won has gone toward 
prom dresses and drinks for the two older mem- 
bers, while the younger ones buy Denny’s as an af- 
ter-show ritual. 
Graduating HSU students Lizz and Sara Schoel- 
en, twins at 19-years-old, originated the band back 
in December; Lizz providing lead guitar and vocals 
with Sara playing bass along with vocals. 
Jamie Jackson, a 25-year-old graduating psy- 
chology major at HSU, was initiated into the band 
as a backup singer after meeting Sara in a psychol- 
ogy course. 
“When I first met the twins I saw all of their 
equipment in their living room and new that I 
wanted to be a part of it,” Jackson said. 
Jackson, who grew up in New Jersey and came to 
Humboldt County 4-years-ago, has musical experi- 
ence ranging from bell choir to 10 years of singing 
harmony. 
Drawing on real life occurrences, the twins gath- 
ered material for songs apart from each other when 
Lizz was away in Ohio attending a catholic univer- 
sity, and collabo- 
rated when 
Lizz came 
rica are tight, even off stage. 
to HSU to be with Sara. 
“T-have a lot of songs about Ohio,” Lizz said. 
Lyrics regarding drunken housewives and fake 
black hair from Sara accompany Lizz’s songs. about 
‘relationships in Ohio and the twins’ hometown, 
Santa Maria, produce their Inde-rock sound. 
“Everything we write is autobiographical and 
very personal,” Sara said, “and rather sad.” 
Even after gaining momentum these past 
months the band members are splitting up after 
graduation. 
Jackson has plans for a summer tour with the 
band Lowlights while working with developmen- 
tally disabled children at the Humboldt Childcare 
Center. 
“I will be following music wherever it takes me,” 
Jackson said. 
Throwing caution to the wind, Higdon is mov- 
ing to Sacramento in hopes to find a career with her 
chemistry degree. 
Although Higdon would still like to be part of 
the band, she said that the distance from the other 
members would strain too much. 
“I don’t like long-distance relationships,” Hig- 
don said. 
Sara and Lizz plan to move the band forward 
and change the Ian Fays in form and style. 
“Even though Jamie and I will be gone, the [an 
Fays will go on,” Higdon said. 
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“Like the Church, the Monarchy and the 
i Communist Party in other times and places, the 
ms ss corporation is today’s dominant institution. But 
_) fiistory‘humbles dominant institutions. All have 
“been crushed, belittled or absorbed into some 
new order. The corporation is unlikely to be the 
“ << s 




of the film as an example of how small communi- 
ties can fight back against the infiltration of large 
corporations. Measure P’passed in 1998 and es- 
tablished regulatio $ on corporations within the 
city limits. . 
Tickets to see “The Corporation” are $7. 
first to defy history,” declares the website dedicat- 
ed to the new documentary “The Corporation” 
... which will be shown Thursday at 7 p.m. at the 
E ~~... Minor Theatre. 
«.." The documentary takes an in-depth look at 
_ cosporations as institutions and includes be- |, ly for real human beings under the Consti
tu- 
hind-the-scenes anecdotes, testimonials and case Rion, including full participation in our democratic 
studies. rocesses (such as unlimited spe
nding to influenc- 
_..; . According to The Globe and Maii, a Cana- lections). 
*<:° dian online news source, “The Corporation” is -Over the last century, large co
rporations were 
“The next Bowling for Columbine” so the film is 
bound to be more than dry facts and stats. 
S.. Democracy Unlimited of Humboldt County is | -That the People of Arcata support th
e amenc 
"sponsoring the screening as well asa reception to #8 of the California Constitution 
so as to clear! 
"be held before the show at'5:30 p.m. at the Red- tis mechan tr Sem A corners 
“wood Peace and justice Center in Arcata. Mark 
: 
Jiiben taocme soa.protacss of "The Cages gc et enter Regu tenapiniy metamea 
tion” and co-director of “Manufacturing Con- ough the creation of an offi
cial committee, we 
sent: Noam Chomsky and the Media” will be at 
cor 
the reception and will also =e around om the 
screening for a Q&A session. 
“People should see this film,” said Kaitlin So- 
“| poci-Belkap, Director of Democracy Unlimit- 
‘ed “because it takes a systemic look st the most 
0 institution of our time.” 
\, Arcate’s Measure F is featured towards the end 
-A century ago, large corporations began an ef- 
ort to transform the law and claim civil and po- 
ad asserted citizen authority over corporations. 
Jazz Combo. : 
Thursday, May 6° 8pm ° « Fulkerson Recital Hall 




   
Saturday, May 8 - prs - Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU 
$6 general * $2 seniors ° *HSU students free - 
  
    
Sunday, May 9° 3pm ° Fulkerson Recital Hall 
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e.. Armstrong almost went to col- 
lege to become a subatomic nuclear physi- 
cist. She almost decided on a career as an 
air traffic controller. If she had, she might 
not have been selected as Humboldt State 
University’s Outstanding Professor for 
2003 to 2004. 
Armstrong, a philosophy professor 
who also teaches for the women’s studies 
department, came to HSU in 1972. She 
was initially drawn to the area because 
of the natural beauty and the people she 
undeclared freshmen women 
aside and saying, “I know what. 
you want. You're here to catch a 
man.” She laughed and said, “It 
shows how times have changed.” 
After realizing veterinary 
medicine, physics and Cornell 
were not for her, in the middle 
of her junior. year Armstrong 
transferred to Bryn Mawr Col- 
lege, a small liberal arts school 
in Pennsylvania. 
A philosophy class at Bryn 
Mawr led Armstrong to change 
her major to philosophy. “Plato 
  
a a very a : and Socrates lured 
creative insite. OUSan’S class was a ata 
= ie first class I ever said. : 
derful place for had where we sat — ahicsophy is the 
wesomeyan, eacircleand actu- mos | profound 
e e use 
dents here who ally discussed ideas, it questions our 
and the natural @S Opposed to being Solon tela 
gag fs lectured to from the as marten es 
: connections : love of animals front of the class.” tween science, re- 
aaa ibe ligion, history, art § 
’ and so forth. Phi- 
two dogs and Matthew Stuart iosophy is basical- 
two parakeets. poly beer ly trying to make  g to m 
I like to have sense out of our 
animal psyches around me,” she said. “ 
enjoy the richness you get from living ot 
non-human individuals.” 
Her care for the natural world can be 
seen in her philosophical dissertation, 
which she finish-d at HSU in 1976, the 
first ever written on environmental ethics. 
Rick Botzler, professor of wildlife, has 
team-taught classes with Armstrong for 
20 years, and they have taught at least 30, 
classes , The two have also co-ed- 
ited two textbooks about animal and envi- 
ronmental ethics. 
“She is really in the forefront in the 
field of environmental ethics,” 
Botzler said. “She has made key contribu- 
tions to animal ethics.” 
Animal ethics “deals with whether or 
 
ts ala, whether i200, crus ore 
compenion pets. 
has been interested in an- 
imals since childhood. Born in 1941 in 
Minneapolis, at age 10 she moved. with 
her family to a tase north of Milwaukee. 
In 1959 she enrolled in Cornell Universi- 
ty in New York with aspirations to become 
either a veterinarian or subatomic nuclear 
physicist. 
i 1959 was very different 
Armstrong seid. She remem- 
experiences.” 
Armstrong graduated in 
1963 and began graduate work 
at Bryn Mawr before moving 
to southern California with her 
husband and son in 1966. 
She worked a variety of part- 
ong wins award after third 
ae Be 
ene es 
time jobs at different schools be- Susan Armetrong, eno poopy HOU has boon deemed 
Profesor ofthe 
cause she could not find work as 
full-time philosophy profes- 
sor. Besides teaching extension and night 
classes, Armstrong also taught kindergar- 
ten. 
“It was really kind of an eye-opener to 
teach 5-year-olds,” she said. 
After working as a legal secretary and 
considering law school, Armstrong also 
contemplated work as an air traffic con- 
troller bet 
decided - | “} like to have animal psyches "ea he 
, agin ia around me. I enjoy, the richness lly ke the 
Year for the 2003-2004 
to improve her courses. ‘every eais by 
adding new material to keep herself excit- 
ed about the classes. 
Her enthusiasm for philosophy is evi- 
dent to Aaron McDowell, a forestry senior 
who is enrolled in Armstrong's. environ- 
mental ethics class and has previously tak- 
‘en a moral controversies class with her. 
“Her knowledge about the issues she 
is ex- 
  
a seoe eer living withnon- $0. Sr 
er it was 
has—she 
too nerve- human ate.’ gets. you ex- 
wracking. 
cited to ¢i- 
Along the 
ther agree 
way  Arm- 
Suean Anmetrong with —- her 
strong had HSU philosophy 
professor of the year = dis- 
pl Whi
le Armstrong finds the material ex- 
In her years at- HSU, Armstrong, hes citing, she also wa
nts students to be inter- 
taught almost every class in the philos- ested in the mate
rial, and “develop their 
ophy department, including 20 years of own 
critical thinking so they develop the 
environmental ethics classes. White the capacity to know 
what they believe and be 
load is heavy, she said she tries 
sa en rte + oNUE Eb bd AdEO RTE REE” 
self-critical about hose beliefs.” 
re- in serving the at 
* community,” Dotler suid, adding that dhe 
has taken clasts with’ Armstrong fr the 
past three semesters. 
“Susan's cess wabahe Giget Clees 1 ever 
had where we sat in a circle and actually 
discussed ideas, as opposed to being lec- 
‘tured-to from the feont‘of the class,” Stu- 
- art said. “Susan tates an inter- 
esting and 
quick to adkratudents of their opinions” 
“She has « heartfelt commitment to ex- 
qullennntts 
ts and the university 
has tigh snddeies sneatends he Hier 
caring toward het students.  - 
“I think she epitomizes the qualities 
that we really look for in a teacher,” Bot- 
aler said. 
Armstrong has been nominated twice 
in the past—1989 and 1 92. The Faculty 
Awards Committee, made up of some past 
pfofessor of the year recipients, awarded 
Apeonavcaty tae cesta ARE Se 
_ae > 
ng discussion and is 
ng the best she cas do - 
Ahnie Litecky can be reached at 
amige@humbokit.cdu 
oe ew -Mattbew .Ssvact, a OO Ne eee ee aco ne aneaanesssnuboasnomenine ant 
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See Saale aetitith wn cena to tha 0h band jun carta of Gite dup ths Ga? 
warning sign to not do so. 
Deciding to take advantage of one of Humboldt 
County’s relatively rare sunny days, my companion, 
Nick, and I decided to take a drive up the coast af- 
ter a long day of class. | decided that I'd take him 
up to see the Roosevelt Elk Herd at the Fern Can- 
yon Wild Elk Reserve and Redwoods, located about 
four miles north of Orick, a scenic 35-mile drive 
from Arcata. 
We pulled into the parking lots at Rolf’s Park 
Café and Motel, and I was disappointed to discov- 
er that the café had closed just a half hour prior to 
our arrival. I'd wanted to check out the food there, 
because I heard they had some interesting German 
items on the menu, plus I was starv- 
ing. We climbed back into the truck 
and headed over to one of the clear- 
ings about 400 feet back down the 
' goad, and I was relieved to find that at 
least the elk were making an appear- 
| ance today. Nick scampered out of the 
aie facts 
Ace oa olsc of 
"paper r hour to roll and: | 
naka : 
F is estimated that one tree is consumed for every 300 cigaretes 






_ truck and headed over to take a closer 
look. Heeding the “Warning: Wild Elk. 
De not approach on foot!” sign, I stayed closer to 
the truck. 
‘While Nick mooed and carried on, trying to get 
the elk’s attention, I noticed the purple and green 
house directly to my right, surrounded by a white 
fence that contained, much to my enjoyment, a 
friendly-looking horse. Leaving Nick to his own 
devices, I headed over to the fence and was met by a 
bored horse, which I named “Bubba,” be- 
cause it was the first thing that came to mind. 
I bonded with Bubba for a while, watching Nick 
creep closer and closer to the elk, which reminded 
me what lunatics farm boys from Idaho must be. Elk 
can weigh up to 1,200 pounds and can run as fast 
as 35 mph, 80 when Nick informed me that he may 
have ticked them off, because one began pawing at 
the ground, I began mentally planning my escape. I 
decided that jumping over the fence and hiding be- 
hind Bubbs might be a good bet, but luckily Nick 
decided enough was enough. Hopping back into 
the truck, we headed beck down south. We didn’t 
~ get far, however, before I noticed the turn-off to the 
Lady Bird Johnson Memorial Grove. 
_1 was up for a bit more adventure, as was my 
a buddy, 90 we headed down the road. 
“TE ABout a mile of two later we came upon the Lady 
i 
Bird Johnson Memorial Grove and Trail parking 
lot, the beginning of a one-mile hiking loop that 
takes travelers through some of the beautiful red- 
woods our location is known for. If you’re looking 
for a nice, easy day hike, this is the place for you. A 
beautiful wooden bridge connects the parking lot 
with the trail on the other side of the highway, but 
don’t bring your bikes or your dogs, because they’re 
not allowed. It’s a good place to bring the kids, 
but make sure you keep an eye on them, because 
signs near the trailhead warn of bears and moun- 
tain lions. Bug repellant might be a good idea, too. 
A small warning on the park info bulletin board 
reads, “Tick Infested Area”. 
If you continue to follow the 
highway, don’t expect it to pop you 
out where you started, like the Lady 
Bird Johnson Trail does. The highway 
takes you higher and higher into the 
mountains, off the paved roads and 
onto the dirt ones, and all the way up 
into the clouds. At one point we could 
see all the way out to the ocean, and then nothing 
but mountain meadows and dozens upon dozens of 
mountains springs from the thawed snow. 
About 25 miles up into the mountains, we crest- 
ed a hill and came face to face with something we 
weren't expecting—another herd of elk. These 
weren’t the same elk we'd seen down on the 101, but 
a herd on the move. We stopped the truck and shut 
it off and Nick crept out the door, climbing into 
the bed to get a closer look, since they were up the 
hill a bit. They regarded him with indifference b - 
fore continuing on their way. There was definitely 
something much more magical about seeing them 
way up there. There were no paved roads, parked 
RVs or other tourists with screaming kids and vid- 
eo cameras. We watched them until they moved out 
of sight and then continued on our journey. 
After winding up and down the bumpy and 
sometimes treacherous road for what seemed like | 
hours, the road spit us out near Weitchpec and 
Highway 96. After taking a moment to gather our 
bearings, we noticed the road sign, “68 miles to Eu- 
reka. You're kidding, right?” 
There may be a forgotten 
source of money due to students 
in the resident halls—their secu- 
rity deposits. Those who live in 
Redwood Hall will get at least $6 
less because an unknown person 
vandalized the oven on the bot- 
tom floor. 
Every student who lives in the 
residence halls is required to pay 
a $100 security deposit to cover 
any room damages during the 
year. When students move into 
their rooms, they are asked to fill 
out a room condition card. 
The check-in cards emphasize 
inspecting things such as chairs 
to make sure the ones belonging 
in the room are there, and check- 
ing the locks on drawers to make 
sure they are not broken. 
Nick Ketterling, an unde- 
clared freshman, was not clear on 
what the cards were asking for. 
“I-didn’t think it was impor- 
tant, because they didn’t em- 
phasize the little things,” he said. 
“They just said, ‘Make sure you're 
specific’, but that’s it.” 
Redwood resident Jessica 
Jackson, a social work freshman, 
appreciated she was given a card 
to fill out, but was upset that oth- 
er advice was not given for re- 
taining the security deposit at 
the end of the year. 
She, along with biology fresh- 
men Shalonda Clark, and Jessica 
Butler, a social work freshman, 
were charged $50 from their de- 
posit because stickers they placed 
on their doors and wall. 
the paint. They thought Hous- 
ing could have informed them 
on what penalties they would be 
charged for. 
All three students believed 
they were over-charged, and that 
housing does this in order to 
keep more of the deposit. 
Others, such as zoology fresh- 
man Xoxhitl Carbajal, will be 
charged for a stolen garbage can, 
and Geoff Phelan, whose hall in 
Redwood was charged for exces- 
sive urine in the bathroom, feel 
helpless about getting their de- 
posits back. 
“I expect no money back,” 
Phelan said. 
When students check out, 
the rooms are inspected for any 
damages not listed on the card. 
According to the Housing De- 
partment, if there was no damage 
to the room during the course of 
the year the deposit is returned in 
full, but if there are any repairs to 
be made that were not listed on 
the card they are deducted from 
the security deposit. 
“Our standards are simple,” 
Housing and Student Life Direc- 
tor John Capaccio said. “With ex- 
ception of normal wear and te1r, 
we expect to find the room in the 
same condition as the resident 
found it upon check-in.” 
The deposits are returned 
within four to six weeks after the 
v see DEPOSIT, pg. 30 
Humboldt Glassblowers 
815 9th street 
| On the Plaza, Arcata 
§ 
Open 7 days a week 
“May qual —-Monday—Friday 10:30-6:30: - 
822-7420 
Saturday 10-6 
We specialize in hand blown glass 
We also do custom orders and repairs! 
Awesome selection of funky printed tights and socks! 
Puzzies, playing cards, action figures and more! 
HUGE selection of disc golf supplies! 
poy pl olleachesd hog : 
Par Infinity memberships in the store, 
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any other ‘otpaid debt owed to 
the university, in which case the 
money that would normally be 
_ returned from the security de- 
posit will be applied toward pay- 
‘ing off the debt. 
Beginning the day after the 
halls close, a team of > Meni on 
_.¢lean.the rooms, which are then 
| inspected by a team of three peo- 
-ple. The team is made up of an 
administrator, a facilities main- 
tenance mechanic and one of the 
_ residence life coordinators. The 
‘Housing Department said stan- 
dards for receiving the security 
deposits back are not harsh. Sim- 
ply make sure your room is in the 
same condition as you stated on 
your room condition card, 
Students who believe they 
wete unfairly charged for dam- 
ages can contest the charges by 
writing to the Housing Depart- 



















Three 100% real cheeses topped 
with real Consdian bacon, peppereni, 
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was recruited 
speed on the base path. 
“hee 
Lone seniors get another chance for national title 
Their attitudes are polar opposites but have lead HSU to a No. 1 ranking in West Region 
> Sean Quincey 
Lumberjack Staff Writer 
Perhaps HSU’s softball team had the 
entire GNAC in mind when its team mem- 
bers designed this year’s practice jerseys. 
The motto, “We bust ours to kick yours,” 
is ironed on the backs of their black and 
gray shirts. 
To back up that doughty statement, the 
team has played 15 games (an extra quar- 
ter-season) more than any other conference 
opponent while losing only three times to 
those teams this year, capping off the regular 
season this weekend with a sweep of Central 
Washington and claiming the GNAC crown 
for the fourth year in a row. 
“Normally teams celebrate a win be- 
tween games,” Head Coach Frank Cheek 
_ Said. “But we knew that winning one 
wasn’t what we were there for.” The wins 
over the weekend paved the way for HSU 
to host this week’s West Regional Tourna- 
ment that begins Thursday. Winning one 
isn’t what this team is going to be there 
for, either. Having made it out of the WRT 
once in three tries, the team’s lone seniors, 
CF Andrea Williams and LF Stephanie Ray 
know well the taste of the national cham- 
pPionship tournament and are searching 
for the rest of their meal. 
am eh ae aa we em Ot RAGS S 
FLASHBACK to 2000: HSU’s hope of a 
repeat national championship is ended as 
the Jacks suffered heart-breaking losses to 
UC Davis and Cal State Stanislaus in the 
WRT. Ray and Williams were coming into 
summer camp as fresh- 
men this season. 
“Dre was a half-hour 
late for our first meet- 
ing,” Ray said. “When 
coach asked her why 
she was late she said, 
‘I was talking to some 
friends.’ I thought she'd 
never make it.” 
Williams was coming off a senior 
campaign in which, she was an all-league 
pitcher at Snohomish High in Washing- 
ton, posting a 0.56 ERA and was being 
recruited by Division I schools, but a less 
than stellar GPA 
prevented 
jump. 
“We = recruit- 
ed her as a pitch- 
er,” Cheek said. 
“We were sur- 
prised she ‘didn’t 
go D-I. When she 
came here the 
77 _ Sere
r ere eee Fe ee © 
“Pitchers are scared 
of her because she 
can hit anything.” 
CF Stephanie Ray 
only problem was she wanted to play ev- 
ery minute.” In her first season she pitched 
eight games, eventually moving to the 
outfield in in favor of to get a chance at 
the plate every game. She's batted .337 
with 32 HR's (sec- 
ond in HSU history), 
20 triples (second) 
and 167 RBI’s (fifth) 
while stealing 87 bases 
(third) since. 
“Pitchers are scared 
of her because she can 
on Andrea Williams hit anything,” Ray said 
of Williams. 
Meanwhile, Ray was coming out of 
Santiago High in Corona, where Cheek 
scouted her as someone who “played de- 
fense very well. She could cover ground 
and showed usa strong arm.” 
Williams __re- 
members — Ray’s 
young arm, too. 
“Steph was such a 
spaz our freshman 
year. She would 
be five feet away 
and just gun the 
ball at you some- 
times.” Ray is a ca- 
~- h + Oy Te we ne 
reer .989 fielder. Both were marine biol- 
ogy majors when they came to HSU. Ray 
now majors in social science and Williams 
is pursuing business. 
Their freshman year, HSU earned the 
WRT championship but lost to eventual 
national champion Nebraska-Omaha in 
the national semifinal game. The next year 
the "Jacks were ousted from the West Re- _ 
gionals, losing their first two games of the 
tournament. 
Returning for the 2002-2003 season, 
Williams and Ray found themselves the 
lone juniors while their. former team- 
mates had either quit or transferred to 
other schools. 
3B Brandi Harrison joined the team as 
a freshman that season. “Dre's passion and 
heart showed through right away,” Harri- 
son said. “Steph was so enthusiastic and 
upbeat, she pumped you’ up just by being 
around her.” 
Ray was described by teammates as 
being a gym rat throughout her cafeer. 
“Sometimes we would have to tell her ‘No, 
you can’t go to the weight room today,” 
Williams said. In 2003, 4s well as 2 
was named a strength and conditioning 
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>     Larry Marsh 
Lumberjack Staff Writer 
Built on 17,000 square feet 
of land, with molded cement oc- 
cupying three bowls, skid curbs, 
a pyramid and a snake run, the 
Arcata Skate Park offers plenty of 
challenges for everyone from be- 
ginners to advanced skaters. 
The park gives skateboard- 
ers an opportunity to have 
someplace to. skate without be- 
ing scolded and to connect with 
other skaters. They are down- 
to-earth, friendly and will ease 
into conversation if you show 
interest. Age doesn’t matter; even 
children can talk to adult skate- 
boarders and be treated kindly 
in return, 
“After work I come here to 
meet up with my friends—it’s 
almost a daily thing,” said -— 
~ 5 BC! DW Tie] suseapyt 
F ae result, there’s a city law 
‘that regulates all skateboarders 
_ in the park to wear safety gear. 
   
  
the citation s $68, 
- not all abide by the rules. Arcata 
_ resident John Vitale skates with- 
_. out safety equipment and stops 
. fiding whenever a police officer 
checks to make sure skaters are 
using their gear. 
“Not wearing pads help keep 
your joints loose,” said Vitale, 
who has skated at the park off 
’ and on for the past five years. 
“Personally, it hinders me more 
than it helps, and I am totally 
used to falling for the most part.” 
Should a serious injury occur, 
a staff person is always on the 
premises with a cell phone. 
“It needs a little more street 
stuff,” Verner said. He also said 
since there are not enough street 
obstacles such as hand rails and 
stairs, it’s the only reason peo- 
ple leave to skate in the streets, 
but he acknowledges that it gives 
them place to hang out. 
Carol Heaslip founded and 
created the Arcata skate park 
on Jan. 1, 1998. She is also the 
founder and executive director 
of Tiffany’s Garden for Children, 
which has provided a safe place 
for children to play, gather to- 
gether and find services and ac- 
tivities for the past 18 years. 
Heaslip said the park was built 
for the youth of Arcata. 
“I am very pleased with the 
success of the Arcata skateboard 
park,” Heaslip said. “I think it has 
achieved the goal of providing a 
safe place for a once disenfran- 
chised and harassed population 
of skateboarders.” 
For no pay she held the meet- 
ings, raised funds, gathered a 
board of directors, had her home 
used as an office and wrote all the 
minutes and agendas. 
» Vegetarian Pizza 
w/White Sauce 
e Wiseguy Pizza . 
  
“I_ purposely did pot.put my _ 
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1504 G St. + Arcata « enaee 
Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza 
¢ Grilled Chicken Pizza 
name inp on the oak be- 
cause it was we who built it: the 
children, families and the City 
of Arcata with grants, donations 
of all kinds and hard work from 
a whole host of people,’ Heaslip 
said. 
Ken Wormhoudt, a landscape 
architect with experience of de- 
signing skate parks, designed 
Arcata’s park. His expertise has 
spread throughout California, 
including Santa Cruz, Palo Alto 
and Santa Rosa. 
Prior to the building process, 
Wormhoudt visited from Santa 
Cruz and met with local skaters, 
giving the clay to create a model 
of their ideal skate park. 
During the summer an an- 
nual skateboard competition, the 
Vic Ferro Jr. Arcata Skateboard 
Tournament, is held in honor 
of Ferro, who died in 1986 at the 
young age of 18 when a vehicle 
hit him on Samoa Road while he 
was skateboarding. 
“The saying that the good die 
young was so appropriate here 
—Vic was an absolutely terrific 
person,” Heaslip said, “He was 
an avid video game player, and 
he spent a lot of time in Tiffany’s 
video game room, that’s how I 
got to know him.” 
Competition is separated into 
four age groups with a $15 entry 
fee. They compete for a chance 
to win the grand prize—a com- 
plete skateboard and a gold med- 
al. Second place winners receive 
a silver medal and a blank skate- 
board deck. Third place winners 
receive a bronze medal and a T- 
shirt. 
If riding a skateboard doesn’t 
suit you, inline skating and 
scooters are other activities that 
are welcomed. 
Arcata Skate Park is free for 
all ages, opened 24/7 and located 
just over the Highway 101 over- 
pass on Sunset Avenue. 
Larry Marsh can be reached at 
larryjr20@aol.com 
= 
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The Humboldt State University women’s crew 
team participated in the Western Intercollegiate 
Rowing Association championships this past week- 
end in Rancho Cordova. Ranked first in the Varsity 
Four in the West Region in the NCAA Division II 
rowing poll, the Jacks varsity four came out unsuc- 
cessful in their first race on Friday against Western 
Washington and UC San Diego. The result was a 
third place finish behind WWU and UCSD. 
“We had a flat, poor performance,” said HSU 
crew head coach Robin Meiggs. 
Over the weekend temperatures were up in the 
90s, which Meiggs said contributed greatly to the 
‘Jacks sub-par performance during the weekend. 
On Saturday, tire ‘Jacks participated in the quali- 
Seniors: Opposites attract 
  
v SENIORS, from pg. 31 
for her weight class in squats and “She’s refreshing to me,” Wil- 
power cleans. liams said. “Because she’s always 
While Williams is no slouch in _ so positive and I’m so negative.” 
the weight room, “Andrea is one Ray sees the polarity of their 
of the most explosive athletes that relationship, too. “We balance 
I have ever coached in the weight- each other out and we kind of 
room, male or female—she is cling to each other because we're 
very dedicated to her off-season so opposite,” she said. 
preparation,” said Drew Petersen, 
fying races for the Petite Finals, Novice Eight, Nov-... 
ice Four, Second Varsity Eight, and Varsity Eight, 
with the Second Varsity Eight finishing second. In 
the same race the Novice Eight and Novice Four 
each finished in fourth place, while the Varsity 
Eight finished fifth behind UC San Diego by only 
0.9 seconds, ending the regatta on a positive note 
after the team’s slow start. 
“Our Varsity Eight rowed very convincingly and 
should help move us solidly into second place in 
the regional rankings,” Meiggs said. “We have two 
weeks until the NCAA quali‘ier and we will contin- 
ue to look to see what we can do in the boat lineup 
to come up with the best race results.” 
Robert Deane can be reached at 
rwd6@humboldt.edu 
HSU’s strength and conditioning 
coach, she considers their person- 
alities to be on opposite ends of 
the spectrum. 
“Sometimes we 
would have to 
tell her, ‘No, you 
can't go to the 
weightroom.” 
CF Andrea Williams 
on Stephanie Ray 
    
  
Unity Massage 
ones 99 massage: _ 
reflexolo , reiki. 
   
F Scxasses or $20 Want HHS AD! 
MUST USE WITHIN TWO WEEKS 
   
Sean Quincey can be reached at 
smqi@humboldt.edu 
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GRILL TABLE SPECIALTIES 
PREPARED IN FRONT OF YOU 
PERFECT FOR A PARTY. 
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Superior coverage! 
Through Edge Wireless, our customers receive é 
the best coverage available in Humboldt. as 
Why? Edge has more towers and Edge 
has better technology — the newest, latest 
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> Stephen Dorman 
Lumberjack Staff Writer 
There was no love lost between returning mem- 
bers of the HSU football team and school alumni at 
the third annual Green and Gold game Saturday in 
the Redwood Bowl. 
The on-field action was so intense at times that a 
“second quarter scuffle nearly led to player ejection’s 
before things got settled down and the team’s final- 
ly focused on playing football. 
“It was intense,” said Alumni running back Rod- 
ney Dickerson. “I got hit a few times, got my bell 
wrung, but it was fun.” 
Dickerson is a current member of UPD who 
played for the "Jacks from 1991-92 before spending 
two season with the San Jose Sabercats of the Are- 
na Football League in the mid 90’s. He also played a 
year in the Canadian Football League. 
Perhaps the older guys had a chip on their shoul- 
ders after having to fork out $100 dollars to get into 
the game, money that went directly to the program 
as part of a fundraising effort. 
“(This money] is for the football team — a good 
cause,” said Alumni tight end J.B. Mathers, a mem- 
ber of the 1998-99 team and current news director 
at KATA 1340 AM, the radio home of HSU athlet- 
ics. “But we all have a lot of pride and want to come 
out here and win,” he said. 
The current ‘Jacks have been practicing together 
for over a month and have spent countless hours in 
the gym working on conditioning. The Alumni, on 
the other hand, worked out together once the day 
before the game. 
It was hard to tell the difference between the two 
squads. 
“I was kind of sketchy going into it, thinking 
there might not be much discipline,” said line- 
backer Tim White, a "Jack from 2001-2003 and the 
team’s leading tackler last season. “But it ended up 
being a real good time, just like practicing against 
my former teammates.”. 
HSU got on the board first when senior quarter- 
back Brian Baughman connected with senior wide 
receiver Dustin Creager for a 60-yard touchdown 
strike with 2:04 left in the first quarter. 
Alumni quarterback Les Courtemache (2002-03) 
answered back when he found wide receiver Brent 
Adkins (2001-03) open in the end zone to tie the 
game at 7-7 midway through the second quarter. 
      
    
Sophomore Matt Sims has made the switch : 
from offensive line to tight end this season. 
The seesaw battle ‘continued as HSU junior 
quarterback Blake Moorman, a transfer from San 
Diego Mesa College, drove the team deep into 
Alumni territory before hitting junior tight end 
Justin Heimiller with a 9-yard touchdown pass to 
give his team a 14-7 lead. 
Facing the pressure of losing to guys who may 
have been playing in the Pop Warner League while 
their careers at HSU were beginning to blossom, the 
Alumni made one final furious push for victory. 
Reaching into its limited bag of tricks, Alum- 
ni head coach/running back Nick Mitchell (1994- 
95) took the handoff, went right, pump-faked, and 
found Adkins open in the end zone for a touch- 
down that pulled his team to within one point of 
the "Jacks. 
Exhausted and elated, the Alumni decided to go 
for two and the likely win, but a pass attempt from 
quarterback Jacob Kadle (2000-01) came up short 
leaving the score at 14-13. 
With less than a minute to go the Alumni got 
the ball back and tried to mount one final drive. 
However, HSU freshman defensive back Kyle Kill- 
ingsworth picked off a long pass from Kadle and re- 
turned it 56-yards as the game’s final seconds ticked 
away, giving the "Jacks a hard-fought 21-13 victory. 
In the end it was the football program that came 
away as the day’s biggest winners, raising approxi- 
mately $4,000, according to head coach Doug Adkins. 
Stephen Dorman can be reached at 
sjd22@humboldt.edu 
 
Softball hosts NCAA 
West Regionals 
With two victories last week- 
end at Central Washington, 
HSU softball clinched its right 
to be the host of the NCAA Di- 
vision II West Regionals. 
The six top teams from the 
-| West Region will make their 
way to Arcata to compete this 
weekend. 
The No. 1-ranked Lumber- 
jacks and No. 2-ranked Western 
New Mexico will receive byes, 
and will play the winners of to-   
this event was 2001, when they 
still played games at the Arcata 
Sports Complex. This year’s 
event will be held on Coach 
Frank Cheek’s “Field of Dreams,” 
located behind Redwood Bowl. 
The event begins tomorrow 
with No. 4-seed San Francisco 
State taking on No. 5 seed Seat- 
tle University at 11:30 a.m. Game 
No. 2 matches No. 3-seed Cal 
State Bakersfield against No. 6- 
seed Cal State Dominguez Hills. 
’ Tickets will be on sale at the . 
gate each day, beginning one 
child pass goes for $12. General 
admission for individual games 
Is $7 for adults and $5 for stu- 
dents and children 12 and un- 
der, 
The winner of this week's 
regional tournament advances 
along with the seven other re- 
gional winners to the NCAA 
Division II Championships, 
scheduled for May 11-16 in Or- 
lando, Fla. 
For more information log on 
to www.hsujecks.com.   morrow’s games on Friday. hour prior to gametime. An The last time the Lumber- adult all-tournament pass can be 
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     chemistry of animal smells in the 
forests around Humboldt State 
University for the past 28 years. 
“Science is investigating the 
world and understanding how 
it works,” Wood said. “I think it’s 
a human trait. There was never a 
time when I didn’t want to be a 
scientist.” 
Antelope in particular have 
been a large source of Wood's re- 
search data. 
Wood found a gland on the 
hooves of antelope, which also 
exists on other cloven hoofed 
deer that secretes an antibiotic 
substance. 
The antelope can rub this an- 
tibiotic everywhere on its body, 
except its neck and shoulders, 
giving the antelope increased im- 
mune functions. Wood does not 
know what precise purpose the 
antibiotic provides the antelope. 
One of the chemicals secreted 
by the gland, 1-Tetradecanol, has 
been shown to kill the 
bacterium that causes 
Not much _inter- 
est was generated by 
this discovery because 
many facial creams 
already contain 1-Tet- 
radecanol. 
When the antelope becomes 
frightened, the hair on the rump 
will stand up, releasing a smell 
observers have identified as simi- 
lar to popcorn. 
Humans up to 100 yards away 
can detect the scent. 
Wood believes this . pop- 
corn odor is most likely an alert 
pheromone, meaning a chemi- 
cal smell usedto alert other ante- 
lopes to danger. 
Much of Wood’s research is 
based on pheromones, chemi- 
cals that send messages within 
species, and their counterparts 
and allomones, which are chemi- 
cals that send messages between 
species. 
Giraffes also have a distinctive 
odor, though not quite as pleas- 
ant as popcorn which Wood de- 
scribed as musky. 
This odor, originating in 
glands, comes from their anti- 
biotic secretions that completely 
coat the body of the giraffe. 
The odor also is used as a sex 
pheromone, Wood explained, be- 
cause the female giraffes would 
 
“I research a lot of things, 
anything to do with life and 
chemistry.” 
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for samples of his research, par- 
ticularly his research of skunks. 
There are different species of 
skunk, and each has a slightly dif- 
ferent odor. 
In high concen- 
trations, skunk spray 
can be toxic because it 
contains hydrogen sul- 
fide, a harmful chemi- 
cal compound used to 
keep predators away. 
has_ also 
HSU chemsitry professor Worked on deodoriz- 
 Antelope also pro- ing skunk spray, and 
duce interesting smells, Wood be attracted to the male with the came up with ways to clean a 
found. 
A gland on the rump of an- 
telope produces a substance that 
coats the hair in this area. 
 
most antibiotic secretions. 
The giraffe also secretes oil 
that repels ticks. 
Companies often ask Wood percent hydrogen peroxide, 1/4 
sprayed pet. 
Wood recommends a five- 
minute bath of one quart of 3 
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JORDAN PITKIN 
William Wood, chemistry professor at HSU, holds his stuffed 
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skunk. Wood often receives requests from companies 
looking for an expert opinion on the use of skunk odors. 
cup’ of baking soda, and a tea- 
spoon of liquid detergent fol- 
lowed by a water rinse. 
The differences in skunk 
odors led to interest in synthesis 
of artificial skunk odor. 
Several companies have ap- 
proached Wood for information 
on his research. 
One company asked his opin- 
ion on synthesizing skunk odor 
for use in a self-defense spray, 
another on filling bank vaults 
with skunk odor to make identi- 
fication of burglars easier. 
Even perfume makers and 
the Pepsi Corporation have ap- 
proached Wood about his skunk 
research. 
Wood can even be seen oc- 
casionally on Arcata local access 
television, channel 12, where he 
is featured in a program about 
skunks. 
However, he said he does not 
want to be known as the “skunk 
man.” 
“There’s more to it than 
skunks,” Wood said. “I research a 
lot of things, anything to do with 
v see Wood, pg. 37 
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without weighing yourself down 
“-foo'much, Wake ie posiaeted- 
against wilily a imal  like squir- ~~ 
* rffels; skumks, raccoons and bears. | 
“A baby skunk once weaseled — 
its way into. my family’s tent 
in search of 
a half-eaten 
bag: of cook- 
ies. (While 
into the dark, 
cold night un- 
maimed, it is 
not an experi- 
ence I would 
On no ac- See 
count should * 
-you wear. cot- 
death - cloth. 
savs to “dress in 
layers.” Personally, I lways found. 
_ this admonition a bit confusing. 
According to Thomas’ ‘E. rying-ability by causing it to be 
Tutorial,” _Dietz’s’. . “Altitude 
-  (wwwiemmed.org/np_altitude - 
” ~tutegtal.htm)- normal changes, . 
  
  
- Pieter Dy 
breathing further, such as drink- 
- heavily releases the carbon diox- 
- ide build-up. 
“When awake we breathe con- 
 
Tees cierto 
an odd pattern “due to a back- 
_and-forth balancing act between 
these -two' respiratory triggers,”     
   
   
 
tz said. This, known as peri- 
¢ breathing, “consists of cy- 
gles of normal breathing which 
eradyally slows, breath-holding, 
4m the .body’s: fluid concentra- 
” tions. The kidneys excrete more 
fluid thas,-normal. Thié may im- ,; 
prove the bload’s oxygen. car-_ 
mote concentrated. Although, 
~how this. works is poorly under- 
z$taed. Don’t forget to replenish 
to expect os een Oy ‘your lost fluids. 
than 8,000 feet inchude: : 
 
erates ethane, at night 
“tis! eased urination 
«Although we. : breathe. . fast 
All of these Se at 
Pe mnmal. to belief, a 
= ciate —it may indicate 
‘ede sickest: Altitude head: 
., aches are to be due to 
© the accu n OF fluid in the 
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ing’ " junction with one or more of the 
following symptoms .-after as- 
cending above 8,000 feet: 
"tne neice indiaral 
_.. iting 
SPidead orvintinns 
~Dizziness or light-headedness 
Difficulty sleeping 
I have never had AMS, but it 
is reported to be like a bad hang- 
over. People with severe cases 
should descend and seek medical 
attention immediately. In more 
mild cases your body may be able 
to.acclimate with rest. The eleva- 
tion you sleep at is more impor- 
tant in maintaining your health 
than the elevation you climb to 
during the day. Follow the climb- 
er’s. maxim: “Climb high, sleep 
low.” 
However, no matter how 
much time you spend at high 
elevations, you will never be as 
well-adjusted as 
, people who have 
been born and 




example, will have 
more red blood 
cells, more blood 
yin circulation and 
more blood vessels 
‘in his blood than 
someone who has 
always lived at sea 
level 
a. ‘Interesting- 
ly, a recent news 
item appearing on 
’ ‘NationalGeographic.com _re- 
ported that Tibetans compensate 
for thinner mountain air in an 
entirely different way. Tibetans 
breathe more rapidly than peo- 
ple at sea level and synthesize ni- 
tric oxide in their lungs to dilate 
their blood vessels. 
globin concentrations. Yet they 
: Show no .altitude-related mala- 
dies. No one has any good ideas 
yet as to haan Hpattean chi. 
as you would expect, researchers 
are working gn. it. 
Enjoy the, mountain s this . 
summer. Stay. safe. 
Bio: Danielle congratulates the 
graduating class of 2004. She can be 
reached at dav7@humbolidt.edu. 
badadads 
° - ; (AN aie a en : 
cf -when a headache is found in con- 
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computers across the country 
were hit again by a computer 
worm. Sasser, the newest in an 
ongoing ‘string of worms initi- 
ated by Internet vandals, struck 
computers Friday in Asia and 
Europe before infecting U.S. 
computers. 
Sasser is attacking a securi- 
ty hole in Microsoft Windows 
programs, similar to the way the 
Blaster worm attacked earlier this 
year. 
A worm attacks a computer 
but does not cause permanent 
damage. It uses a host computer 
to spread itself to other comput- 
ers connected to the Internet. 
Once on the host computer, a 
worm reads e-mail addresses in 
the host computer’s phonebook 
and sends itself to each address. 
As of Monday, four separate 
strands of the worm attacked 
500,000 computers. However, 
the same day, the worm’s attack 
leveled off and appeared to be 
halting. 
compiled by Joseph Freeman 
source The New York Times 
Schatz and 
HSU students 
Humboldt State Universi- 
ty Professor Peter Lehman was 
honored for his work on com- 
mercially viable hydrogen ener- 
gy. Lehman, professor’ of envi- 
ronmental resource engineering 
and director Schatz Energy Re- 
search Center, along with HSU 
students were recognized by the 
National Association 
at a conference in Los Angeles for 
their innovative development of 
 Clean-air technologies. 
. Lehman was also awarded for 
his. support of the alternative 
The students placed third in 
design contest for a hydrogen 
fueling station sponsored by the 
Department of Energy , Chevror 
Texaco and the National Hydro- 
gen Association. The station is 
4 Wood, from pg. 36 
life and chemistry.” 
Wood also works on plant life 
and fungi. Mushrooms are a par- 
ticular favorite of Wood's. 
Certain mushrooms are re- 
pulsive to slugs, among them 
some mushrooms that humans 
eat regularly. 
Wood extracted and synthe- 
sized the chemical he determined 
to be the slug repellant. 





to a slug favorite, iceberg lettuce. 
Test slugs, after taking one 
bite of the lettuce, refused to eat 
any more. 
_ Research is currently wader 
way for mass synthesis and dis- 
tribution of the chemical to gar- 
deners worldwide. 
Wood, who loves his work, 
said, “There was never a time 
when I didn’t want to be a scien- 
tist.” 
 
Jordan Pitkin can be reached at 
jkp16@humboldt.edu 
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New In Arcata 
f Ice Cream Mixing Stone 
    Create your eich flavor, 
| Add your favorite toppings. 
2 toppings for the 
| price of 1        
    
  Good through 05/30/0+ " Nocopies —    
Arcata Plaza ruseha 
J Storehouse Old Town ’ 
rad ae 25F Street ‘ff     
     
HUNAN «CANTON *PEKING  ‘ 
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM 
We have the la 
     
   
        in town! 
Bring this ad and get    
  
  
     ~ your take-out or dine-in order! 
Fine Chinese Cuisine on — 
the Plaza... 
      
      7618thSt. = 
On the Arcata Plaza     
  
  
9 p.m., free 
Live DJ performance. 
ee eemen ane 
Mazzotti’s, 




Kala Kenyatte and 
The Sound of Truth 
w/ Vegetable Stew 
The Bayside Grange, Arcata 
7? p.t., $3 ($3 students) 
Raffle, food, dance and beer. 
2 Left Feet Dance Project 
   
     




1pm, $8 $5 (21+ up) 
The Itals, He See Coe 
Six Rivers Brewery, McK 
10 p.m., $3 
Live music and good beer. 
BloodHag 
w/ Graves at Sea 
The Alibi, Arcata 
10:30 p.m., $3 (21+ up) 
Speed-metal 
  
8:36 pom., $6 
Live indie folk performance. 
Seay's Revaltica 
Gleam Beach Inn, McK. 
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Sunday | 09 Wednesday | 12 
Arcats Jazz Combo Acoustic Night 
Muddy Waters, Arcata Humboldt Brews, Arcata 
1 p.m., free 6 p.m., free 
Humboldt County Historical | ‘l2 Nelson and Casey Connor. 
Society Program Meating Deep & Heavy Dubnese 
Humboldt County inrary Muddy Waters, Arcata 
2 p.m., free 7 p.m., free 
Clarke Historical Museum's lat- | Featuring Raj, Whitebeard, As- 




   
menvenniie, 
$2 student w/ ID (16+ up) 
Leam about bats with professor 
Joe Szewczak. 
A Spoken Word 
tod Radia, Muc Leke 
8 p.m., $6 gan, 
$5 students w/ID, seniors 
Jazz music performance. 
Bowce Hall Raggae 
Mazzotti’s, Arcata 
10 p.m., $5 (21+ up) 
Reggae DJ performance. 
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3 BD, 1.$ BATH HOUSE IN 
DOWNTOWN ARCATA 
GARAGE, WAHER/DRYER, 
Arcata 3bd/2be brand new home 
for rent in Windsong subdivision. 
Close to park, 1.5 mi. from 
campus, no pets/smoke/drugs 
$1350 mo/ $2000 deposit 839- 
4045 
House For Rent near Henderson 
Cntr, Eureka 4 bdrm, 2 bath 
plus suntoom, 1900+ sq. ft. NO 
smoking, No pets, $1,400/mo. 
plus deposit. 1318 F St. Call 
845-1858, avail 6/1. 
SIX BEDROOM HOUSE! 
Perfect for you and friends! Tons 
of room, microwave, laundry, 
game room,near playing fields. 
822-8039. Online for photos, 
floorplans, directions. 
PERFECT PAD FOR 
FRIENDS TO SHARE IN 
NEW HOME! Looking for two 
male/female(s) to rent large 
upstairs rooms and private 
bathroom. Close to HSU and 
bus fintes.::-$500mo/per room 
including utilities. ‘Brett cell 
616-5103 before 4:30/anytime 
weekends. 
Victorian house in downtown 
Eureka. Two rooms are available. 
One is available on June Ist 
and the second is available. on 
July Ist. Animale are: fine.’ $350 
month + $300 security deposit. 
Water and garage’ are paid for by 
owners. Tenants are responsible 
for phone, cable and power bills. 
Bills are divided equally among 
roommates. If interested, please 
call Diane @834-5685. 
Eureka House on wooded lot, 
3 BD NS/NP Avail, 6/1 $1300/ 
month 845-1858. 
TIN CAN MAILMAN buys 
books, including textbooks, daily 
from 10 am; to6 pan, Cash or 
trade credit — your choice. 
Corner of 10" and H. Friendly 






Bartender trainees needed. 
$250 a day potential; local 
positions 1-800-293-3985 x263 
Open your Heart and Home 
Have experience working with 
the developmentally disabled 
adults? Have an extra bedroom? 
Competitive income opportunity. 
Make a difference. Info hotline: 




OPPORTUNITIES at HSU and 
CR Are you an environmental 
or social activist? Interested 
in learning how to run a 
media advocacy campaign? 
Want to design TV, radio and 
print ads? We have internship 
opportunities (with a stipend 
and education credits) available. 
We believe in Community 
Health Over International 
Corporate Exploitation! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT: CHOICE- 




Life Plans, Inc., the national 
leader in assessment services is 
seeking 
RN’s, LPN’s & LVN’s 
with geriatric experience 
to perform long-term care 
insurance assessments on a part- 
time basis. Interested parties 
please contact: 
Rick Nowlan 
(800) 525-7279 x301     RNowlan@LifePlansinc.com 
Fraternities - Sororities 
Clubs -Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour fundraising event. Our 
free programs ake fi 
easy with no risks. Fundraising 
dates are filling quickly, so
 get 




at (888) 923-3238, oF 
visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
FREE BOOK on Pa
st Lives, 
Dreams and Soul Tra
vel from 
Wanted- Older Toyota or Chevy 
- 
pick up truck, Se priced. BC





Take a piece of Arcata home for 
only $2. Large travel mugs at Los 
Bagels Depot 
Need fingerprints - Arcata 
Police Department has after 
hours availability: Tuesday and 
Wednesday’s by appointment 
only. 822-2428 
LOST AND NEEDED, 
Yellow Spiral Bound “Humboldt” 
single subject note book. Full 
of chemistry, physics, and 
bacteriology notes. Alsohas phone 
numbers and misc. notes on front 
and back cover. PLEASE contact 
humboldtmissy@hotmail.com 
(Library, Gist Hall, Science Blds.) 
FOUND CD Collection on road 
side south of Orick 839-2284 
Bay boats rides, rentals & 
lessons. Sail, row, kayak and 
Water Taxi tours, clinics and 
classes ongoing for young and 
old. Tour Humboldt Bay’s sloughs 
and islands from Woodley Island 
Marina. Click on humboats.com 
or call Hum-Boats: 707-444- 
3048 
Phat mugs with a secret stash 
compartment only $2. Los Bagels 
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CONSIGNMENT MOST WELCOME 
  
FLORIST & FINEGIFTS 
Special “#" Flowers 
for Special Moments —_- 
Tew 
«> TOYoTA ~ 
° Brakes = 
{free inspection & estimate) 
¢ GecticalRepaks 
¢ Cooling Systems ts 
* Clutches * Engine Overhauis 
+ Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups 
mae 
ust north of Café Mokka = - 
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‘WUMBOLDT BATE URIVERSSTE 
pone cinaorh, provide 
  
    
| | educattionzwite grants and do other long 
( OE tert apres ng with other valuable Plant 
=): Operations ‘services like grounds, custodial 
“S47 and trades, recycling can and should absorb 
its share of cuts. However, sacrificing the 
entire fecycling program is simply makes no 
economical sense. Eliminating the program 
means literally throwing money and jobs in the 
  
        
 
   
ANB TUBS
